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ABSTRACT 

Methods for the restoration of images corrupted by blur and noise are presented. 

During transmission through an optical or electrical channel, images become cor

rupted by blur and noise as a result of channel limitations (i.e. optical aberra

tions or a bandlimit). If images are treated as a matrix whose elements (pixels) 

assume a finite number of values then there is a large but finite set of possible im

ages that can be transmitted. By treating this finite set as a 'signal' set, digital 

communications methods may be used to estimate the uncorrupted image given a 

blurred and noisy version. Specifically, row-by-row estimation, decision-feedback 

and vector-quantization are used to extend the ID sequence estimation ability of 

the a-posteriori probability (APP) and Viterbi algorithm (VA) to the estimation of 

2D images. Simulations show the 2D VA and APP algorithms return near-optimal 

estimates of binary images as well as improved estimates of greyscale images when 

compared with the conventional Wiener filter (WF) estimates. Unlike the WF, the 

VA and APP algorithms are shown to be capable of super-resolution and adaptable 

for use with signal-dependent Poisson noise corruption. Restorations of experimental 

data gathered from an optical imaging system are presented to support simulation 

results. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Problem statement 

A common problem in image processing or digital communications is the esti

mation of data corrupted by blur and noise. When transmitting through a channel 

(e.g., telephone hnes or optical lenses) data becomes corrupted by noise and channel 

limitations. For an optical channel, finite aperture size and lens aberration cause 

neighboring transmitted bits to spread-out and overlap. This blurring effect is called 

inter-symbol interference (ISI), examples of which are illustrated in Fig. 1.1. 

(a) Example 

data. 

(b) 1x3 ISI cor

ruption. 

(c) 3 X 3 ISI cor

ruption. 

Fig. 1.1: (a) Image data corrupted by (b) ID or (c) 2D ISI. 
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Image restoration involves finding an estimate of an unknown original image, 

called the object, that best matches corrupted image data according to a selected 

quantitative measure. Two probabilistic measures are used in this dissertation. The 

'maximum-likelihood' (ML) metric is the first measure. To distinguish between ML 

estimation from ID ISI versus 2D ISI, the term 'maximum-likelihood sequence esti

mation' (MLSE) will be used for ID ISI and 'maximum-likelihood page estimation' 

(MLPE) will be used when dealing with 2D ISI. The second, and more powerful, 

measure is the 'maximum a-posteriori probability' (MAP) metric. 

Image data is assumed to be represented as a 2D matrix of pixels each of which 

c a n  t a k e  a n y  o f  M  v a l u e s .  C o n s t r a i n i n g  a n  o b j e c t  e s t i m a t e  t o  h a v e  a  t o t a l  o f  N  

pixels results in a finite set of possibilities. Theoretically, the MAP or ML 

estimate could be found by computing the appropriate metric for every estimate 

possibility. Unfortunately, such an exhaustive search is computationally infeasible 

because practical estimates consist of 512 x 512 = 262144 pixels that can take on 

any of 2® = 256 values for a total of 262144^^® possibilities. 

1.2 A brief history 

There have been three primary papers which led the way to the applications 

described within this dissertation. The work of Heanue, et. al [5] first aroused inter

est in the use of the Viterbi algorithm (VA) to perform MLPE of corrupted binary 

(M = 2) objects. The reduced complexity VA (RCVA) presented in Chapter 3 is a 
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continuation of their work. The RCVA method involves the exchange between iter

ations of 'hard-outputs' or actual decisions as to object pixel values. Unfortunately, 

hard-outputs do not allow for optimal information exchange between iterations [15]. 

Bahl et. al [11] developed the APP algorithm (also known as the BCJR algorithm) 

to perform MAP estimation of ID sequences. This APP algorithm is classified as a 

'soft-input, soft-output' (SISO) algorithm. The SISO nature of the APP algorithm 

was shown by Chen and Chugg [8] to result in an iterative use more effective than 

the RCVA when used for 2D image estimation. 

1.3 Summary of contributions 

The original contributions of this dissertation are as follows. 

• The MLPE bounds of Chugg [6] are recognized and utilized as performance 

bounds for the maximum-likelihood estimation of M-ary objects corrupted by 

ISI and additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). 

• The 'worst-case' ID ISI of Proakis [10] is extended to 2D for use with the 

MLPD bounds to help form an absolute lower-bound of restoration perfor

mance. 

• Extensions are made to the work of Heanue et. al.[5] which lead to the RCVA 

and improved image estimation performance. 
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• Vector quantization is coupled with the RCVA algorithm to allow the estima

tion of ISI and noise corrupted greyscale (M » 2) images. 

• A bounded conjugate gradient algorithm (CGA) is developed for the estima

tion of binary (M = 2) images corrupted by ISI of large support (L > 4) 

and noise. Unlike the RCVA, the computational complexity of the CGA is 

independent of ISI support size. 

1.4 Overview 

A brief overview of the dissertation is as follows. Background material necessary 

for the understanding of later sections of the dissertation is covered in chapter 2. In 

chapter 3, ML sequence estimation using the VA and RCVA methods is described 

as a first attempt at solving the binary image restoration problem. Chapter 4 gen

eralizes the material of chapter 3 by introducing the APP and lAPP algorithms for 

MAP symbol estimation. In order to extend the binary image estimation techniques 

to the estimation of greyscale (M 2) objects, vector quantization is coupled with 

the RCVA in chapter 5. Because simulation results are of limited value, the per

formance of the RCVA and lAPP algorithms is also determined using experimental 

data in chapter 6. Finally, a summary of dissertation highlights is given in chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND MATERIAL 

2.1 The image system model 

The digital image formation model is shown in Fig. 2.1. Because the image data 

Object jgj Signal 

f 

h 

s 

w  h 

Noise 

Fig. 2.1: Model for digital imaging systems. 

g is stored and processed in digital form, the entire model is considered spatially 

discrete with f, h, s, n and g represented as matrices (bold lower case letters such 

as a represent an entire matrix while a{i^j) will be used to specify a single pixel). 

Operations involving bold lower case letters will be element-wise unless otherwise 

noted. In addition, the image system is assumed to be incoherently illuminated and 

so the matrices are real-valued. The object f first undergoes ISI corruption caused 

by channel imperfections {e.g. a bandlimit, lens aberrations, etc.). Assuming for 

simplicity a linear, shift-invariant (LSI) imaging device^ , this physical channel can 

^Although the restoration methods to be presented do not require the condition of a shift-
invariant imaging device, one is assumed for notational simplicity. 
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be modeled by a convolution with the measured channel transfer function h to form 

the signal matrix s according to 

3 { i , 3 )  =  Y > f { i - k , j  - l ) h { k , l ) .  (2.1) 
k,l 

The convolution operation will later be written in the shorthand form of s = f * h 

or the point-wise form s{i,j) = (f * h),^. Also, the blur h will be equivalently 

referred to as the channel, the ISI, or the point-spread function (PSF). Positivity 

h{i,j) > 0.0 and a finite-support constraint: 

^(i) = 0, Vj<0,j>L (2.2) 

for ID ISI and 

h { i , j )  = 0, V \ i \  > { L -  l)/2, lil > { L -  l)/2 (2.3) 

for 2D ISI are assumed for the channel. As a final step in the model, noise n repre

senting image recording error is added to the signal matrix s to form the corrupted 

image data g. 

2.2 MAP/ML estimation of sequences/symbols 

Given g, h and statistics of the noise n, the goal is to find the estimate f of the 

unknown object f which maximizes a probability density function corresponding to 

MAP sequence, ML sequence, MAP symbol or ML symbol estimation. 
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The relationships between MAP/ML estimation of sequences/symbols are subtle 

and often overlooked in the literature. The following definitions are included to 

clarify these terms. 

• MAP sequence estimation (MAPSE) chooses the object estimate f which max

imizes the probability^ 

so as to minimize the probability of sequence error (corresponding to one 

or more symbol errors). The term 'sequence' will be used to refer to any 

group of symbols, whether they be organized in a ID sequence or 2D matrix. 

The object estimate is chosen in its entirety without consideration of pixel-

by-pixel probabilities. Notice in Eq. 2.4 that p(g) is a constant for given g so 

MAPSE is equivalent to maximization of 

• ML sequence estimation (MLSE) chooses the object estimate f which maxi

mizes the probability density function 

p(g I f) Pr{f} 
(2.4) 

p(g I f)Pr{f}. (2.5) 

P(« I f) (2.6) 

^The term p ( a )  denotes a probability density function evaluated at a  whereas Pr{a} is used to 
signify the probability of an event o. 
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in order to minimize the probability of sequence error. The point here is that 

MLSE is MAPSE with the removal of the a-priori probability Pr{f} term. If 

this additional term accurately describes the object characteristics then the 

probability of error using MAP estimation will always be less than or equal 

to that of the ML estimate. If all estimates are equiprobable then MLSE and 

MAPSE are equivalent. 

• MAP symbol estimation makes decisions symbol-by-symbol (pixel-by-pixel) 

by choosing the M-axy object pixel value 6 {^i, F2,..., Fm} which 

maximizes the a-posteriori probability (APP) 

in order to minimize the probability of error for each pixel. MAP symbol 

estimation will always result in a BER less than or equal to that of MAPSE. 

The MAP symbol estimate is therefore the most preferred and any further 

reference to MAP estimation refers to MAP symbol estimation. Notice in 

Eq. 2.7 that p(g) is a constant for given g so MAP symbol estimation is 

equivalent to maximizing the probability 

Pr{/(i,j) = Fm I g} = 
pis I fjiJ) = Fm) PTjfihj) = 

P(g) 
(2.7) 

(2.8) 
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Using the definition of conditional probability, this expression is often written 

as 

P(/(^i) =-^m,g)- (2.9) 

• ML symbol estimation ML symbol estimation chooses the M-ary object pixel 

value which maximizes 

P i s l  f i h j )  =  F m ) -  (2.10) 

Again, this is MAP symbol estimation with the removal of the a-priori prob

ability term Pr{/(z, j) = Fm}- If the object pixels have equiprobable a-priori 

probabilities 

then ML symbol estimation is equivalent to MAP symbol estimation. 

Table 2.1 summarizes the differences and similarities between each of these four 

estimation types. 

Estimation type maximizes with respect to 

MAPSE p(g|f) Pr{f} f 
MLSE P(g|f) f 
MAP symbol P { g \ f { h j )  =  F m ) P r { f { i , j )  =  F m  
ML symbol P i s l f i h j )  = F m )  F m  

Table 2.1: The differences between MAP/ML estimation of sequences/symbols. 
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2.3 Estimation with Gaussian noise 

Gaussian noise statistics often apply to imaging devices as well as to commu

nication systems and are therefore the most generally applicable. If the dominant 

sources of noise are assumed to be additive, independent of each other, and to oc

cur in the detection electronics of the imaging system (usually the CCD) then the 

central-limit theorem can be invoked to lump these sources together into a single 

Gaussian noise source. Often, it is assumed that the mean value of the noise is 

measurable and subtracted from the signal. In this case, the following zero-mean 

Gaussian probability density function with variance can be used to model the 

noise statistics 

P { n { h j ) )  = 
1 

:exp 

Using this expression for p { n { i , j ) ) ,  we can write 

2^2 
(2.11) 

p ( ^ ( « , ; ) | f )  =  p { 9 { i , j )  =  s { i , j )  + n { i , j ) )  

=  p { n { i , j )  =  g { i , j )  -  s { i , j ) )  

1 
exp 

- { g i h j )  -  K h j ) )  21 

2^2 
(2.12) 

where § = f * h. If the object pixels f { i , j )  are statistically independent of each 

other then Eq. 2.12 can be used to obtain the conditional probability over the entire 

image 

P W  =  T l P i d i ^ J )  I /) 
'J 
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i j  \/2^ 

21 
(2.13) 

The statistical model given by Eq. 2.13 is very general and cannot reflect correlations 

between pixel values in local regions of the image. However, its use leads to tractable 

mathematics and a model that fits, albeit loosely, the widest range of possible images. 

Instead of maximizing p(g|f) to obtain the MLSE it is mathematically simpler 

to minimize the negative log-likelihood metric 

-lnp(g|f) _  I n  f —J—) -U 9{hj)? (2.14) 

In minimizing Eq. 2.14 with respect to f, is a constant and terms containing it 

can be removed. Minimization of the resultant equation 

^ = ' (2-15) 
ij 

is equivalent to minimizing Eq. 2.14. Notice that the MLSE f^L which minimizes 

Eq. 2.15 is also the least-squares estimate from linear algebra and the estimate 

which minimizes the traditional mean-squared error metric X/N. For notational 

convenience, a single point in the summation of Eq. 2.15 will be represented by 

H h j )  =  ( K h j )  -  g i i J ) ? -  (2.16) 

For binary objects, the ML estimate has additional significance. If the AWGN 

and independent, identically distributed (IID) pixel assumptions are appropriate, 

then will have the minimum bit-error rate (BER)^ of all possible estimates. 

'Dividing the number of incorrect estimate pixels by the total number of pixels gives the BER. 
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2.4 Estimation with Poisson noise 

Poisson statistics (shot-noise) are often more accurate as compared to the as

sumption of AWGN when an image is recorded using a CCD under low-lighting 

conditions. Such image formation occurs in astronomy and bio-medical applications 

where pixel intensities can correspond to single-photon counts. Poisson noise has 

a spatially-variant, signal-dependent noise variance given by = s{i,j) and 

so contains some of the structure of the signal. This structure can be extracted to 

produce better object estimates than those produced by methods derived on the 

basis of signal-independent noise (such as the WF). 

For Poisson noise, the conditional probability becomes 

where g { i , j )  can only take positive integer values representing the physical photon 

count at pixel (i, j) of the CCD. The negative-log likelihood is written as 

. -..(n 

= Z)-i7(«,i)lns(z,i)-f-s(?,j) + ln5(i,j)!. (2.18) 
h i  

Because ln^(i, j)! is a constant and does not affect maximization with respect to f, 

it can be discarded to give 

= I]s(i, j) -.?(i>i)lns(i, j). (2.19) 
i j  

Note that Poisson noise can be approximated using additive Gaussian noise with 

signal-dependent variance equal to s{i,j) so long as the illumination level is high 
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enough (s(z,j) » 1) via 

P(ff(hj)lf) ~ / exp 
]/2Trs(z,j) 

(2.20) 
2s(i,j) 

If, in addition to high illumination levels, the sample pixel variance of s is small 

compared to the sample mean s then Poisson noise can be further approximated 

using AWGN with = s. This is known as the 'low-contrast' assumption. 

2.5 Ramifications of an M-ary pixel constraint 

The additional constraint that the object be M-ary greatly influences the inverse-

imaging problem. The general inverse-imaging problem is reviewed here and followed 

by a description of the changes brought on by the M-ary constraint. 

There is a specific topology associated with the general inverse imaging problem. 

Provided the object has a finite support constraint (as with h in Eqn. 2.3) convolu

tion of an M-ary object with an L-dimensional blur LSI h has the effect of a 1 : 1 

mapping (see appendix B for a proof). Consider a vector space where each point rep

resents an object consisting of N pixels. The convolutional mapping transfers points 

from the N-dimensional object space to an N-dimensional signal space. Subsequent 

addition of noise leads to points in the (N + L — 1) dimensional image space. The 

signal space is always a hyperplane dividing the higher-dimensional image space. 

Set-diagrams are used in Fig. 2.2 to illustrate the imaging-as-mapping concept. 

The general inverse imaging problem has a signal space consisting of an uncount-

ably infinite number of points. Such a continuous signal set is necessary to ensure 
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N dimensional 
Object Space 

Convolutional Mapping 
with L dimensional h and 
Noise addition 

f, * h + n 

(N+L-1) dimensional 
Image Space 

N dimensionaP 
/ Signal Space 

/ (Hyperplane) 

Fig. 2.2: Vector space model of the imaging process. 

the computability of the first derivative of the MAP/ML probability function with 

respect to s. The existence of a first derivative allows conventional gradient-descent 

techniques such as the conjugate gradient algorithm (CGA)[24] to be used in the 

maximization of the MAP/ML probability functions. 

The topology associated with the A/-ary inverse imaging problem is far simpler 

than that of the general inverse imaging problem. Once the M-ary constraint is 

enforced, the object space and therefore the signal space become a finite set of 

points. A sample set of such object points fi and corresponding signal points Sj are 

shown in Fig. 2.2. 

The inclusion of a strict M-ary constraint leads to a conceptually simpler prob

lem. It is now a task of finding the one signal point Si out of the large but finite set 

of signal points that is closest in some probabilistic sense to the image point g. This 

problem is identical to that of digital signal estimation given observations through a 
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band-limited noisy channel. Because of this similarity, digital communication tech

niques such as the VA or APP algorithm become of interest when estimating M-ary 

objects. 

Unfortunately, the finite set characteristic of the M-ary inverse imaging prob

lem rules out gradient-descent attempts at MAP/ML estimation. The reader may 

wonder about using the unrestricted object set and alternating gradient-descent 

iterations with an M-ary object restriction. The only such method with prov

able convergence to a functional maximum is the projection-on-convex-sets (POCS) 

method [25]. Because the set of M-ary objects is not a convex set (appendix A), a 

strict M-ary enforcement is not possible. However, it is possible to restrict the set 

of objects to be those with pixel intensities between some upper and lower bound. 

Such an intensity bounded set is convex. This weaker restriction leads to an algo

rithm capable of dealing with the estimation of binary (M = 2) objects. However, 

such an algorithm is shown not to perform as well for small blur dimensions {L < 4) 

as the discrete-set search techniques that are the subject of this dissertation. For 

reference and in the event that binary object estimation with blur sizes greater than 

5 X 5 is needed, this technique has been included in appendix C. 

2.6 The 'worst-case' ISI 

In this section, the 'worst-case' ISI h^c is developed. Over all h of a given 

dimension (1 x L for ID or L x L for 2D), h^jc is the most difficult ISI to restore from 
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in the sense that it leads to the largest BER. Such a channel is useful in eliminating 

the need to compare the estimation performance of two candidate algorithms over 

a variety of ISI types. 

A method for obtaining the worst-case ID ISI was given by Proakis [10, pg. 600]. 

He provides a table of the worst-case channels up to L = 6. Although he gives 

no mention of the fact, these channels correspond to a cosine function uniformly 

sampled between ±| 

where K is  a  scaling constant. 

Generalization of the method of Proakis' to 2D is straightforward and leads to an 

in t e r e s t i ng  r e l a t i onsh ip  be tween  t he  wors t - ca se  1  x  L  IS I  and  t he  wors t - ca se  L  x  L  

ISI. This generalization of Proakis' work to find the worst-case 2D ISI occupies the 

remainder of the section. 

Consider the MLPE lower bound on BER performance (Eq. D.35) reprinted here; 

One way of ensuring large BER (the largest Pg) for a given cr^ is to maximize the 

rightmost terms in the above inequality. However, the approach of Proakis is to 

maximize only the rightmost Q(-) term. 

^ujc(0 — ^ cos 
7r{2 i  +  1  -  L)  

2 ( L + 1 )  
i  =  0 , . . . ,  L  —  1  (2.21) 

Ps > maxQ 

'min (2.22) 
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Maximization of Q{\ld^in!^<^n) is equivalent to minimizing = ||e * h|p. At 

_ ^ o 
this point, it becomes notationally convenient to write = ||E/i|P where h  is the 

vectorized form of h and E is a convolution matrix formed from the elements of e 

such that E^ =(e * h). Expanding the norm of ||E/i|p 

||EA|p = {Eh fEh  

= h^E'^Eh 

= K^[t;i(e) ... i;i(e)] diag(/zi(e), ... /^^(e)) [ui(e) ... WLCe)]^/i 

= E/^i(e)[^^Wi(e)]2 (2.23) 
i=l 

where the last two lines involve the singular value decomposition of the matrix E^E 

using it's eigenvectors Vi{e) and eigenvalues fj.i{e). In minimizing Eq. 2.23 the trivial 

h = 0 case is avoided by restricting ||/i|| = 1. 

By setting h  equal to the eigenvector zTmm(e) that corresponds to the smallest 

eigenvalue /imm(e), the orthonormality of the eigenvector set gives 

h^V i i e )  = Vmin ie ) ' ^  V i {e )  = (2.24) 
1 if Vi{e) = Vminie) 

0 otherwise. 

The use of the orthonormal property leads to 

llE^llLn = rninmm^/Xi(e)[A''ui(e)]2 (2.25) 
i = i  

L  
= mjnE^i(e)[^mm(e)^Wi(e)]2 (2.26) 

e 
1=1 

= min/i„,i„(e). (2.27) 
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In summary, the minimum value of ||E^|p is given by the minimum eigenvalue of 

E^E over all possible e. The worst-CEise channel hu,c is given by the eigenvector 

paired with the overall minimum eigenvalue. 

Obtaining the worst-case channel hu,c involves a search through error patterns 

e .  Fo r  b ina ry  ob j ec t s  6  {W,B}  t he  e r ro r  pa t t e rn s  a r e  t r i na ry  w i th  e{ i , j )  £  

{-|W - B|,0, \W  — B|} but using e{ i , j )  e {—1,0,1} will not affect the solution for 

hu,c. For each error pattern the steps are; 

1. Create the error matrix E. 

2. Because h{ i , j )  is restricted to be positive, find the smallest eigenvalue of E'^E 

with a positive eigenvector Vi{e) > 0. 

The minimum of the minimum eigenvalues recorded in step 2 is denoted by /j-min- The 

eigenvector associated with Umin is the worst-czise channel hyjc- Because H^iudl was 

constrained to be 1, a magnitude scaling must be done if an ISI of unit transmittance 

(E:j Kcihj) = 1) is desired. 

For 2D blur, an error pattern search through all patterns 7 x 7 or smaller finds 

that 

ei = 
-1 +1 

+1 -1 

(2.28) 

returns //mm- The desired L x L ISI h^c can be obtained by de-vectorizing the 

1  X a s soc i a t ed  w i th  t h i s  / /mm-  In t e r e s t i ng ly  enough ,  t he  hu , c  o f  s i ze  L  x  L  

corresponding to ei can also be obtained by taking the outer product (2D discrete 
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convolution) of the hyjc of size 1 x L: 

htuc — (2.29) 

The elements of hu;c are therefore given by 

K c i h j )  =  ̂ c o s  
7r(2z + 1 - L) 

2(L + 1) 
cos 

T r { 2 j  +  1 -  L )  

2 { L  +  1 )  
,  i j  =  0 , . . . , L - 1 .  

(2.30) 

The worst-case 3x3 blur is 

/0.086 0.121 0.086\ 

htur- — (2.31) 0.121 0.172 0.121 

\ 0.086 0.121 0.086/ 

There are some problems with Proakis' development of the worst-case ID channel. 

He incorrectly asserts that the error pattern 

62 = [ -1 -fl ] (2.32) 

always gives fimin- He states that "Any other error events lead to larger values for 

/^mm-"[10, pg. 601]. Disproving this for L > 7, it can be seen that 

63 =  [  -1  +1 +1 -1  -1  +1  (2.33) 

will give a smaller Umin and a different h^c than that of Eq. 2.21. 

This approach of Proakis' in finding the worst-case channel of a given size is 

incomplete. The channel which maximizes (5(y'd^i„/4a2) will not necessarily be 

the channel which guarantees the largest BER. Recall from Eq. 2.22 that largest 
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BER is obtained only by maximizing both terms on the right hand side of the 

inequality 

P s > Q  (2.34) 

Cursory observation and a literature search do not reveal a channel maximizing both 

terms in the above expression. To avoid using the incorrect label 'worst-case', this 

sampled cosine ISI will be referred to hereafter as the 'minimum-distance' ISI. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SEQUENCE ESTIMATION 

The VA is an estimation method capable of MAPSE or MLSE of an M-ary 

sequence corrupted by ISI and AWGN. Of primary importance, the computational 

complexity of the VA increases linearly with the number of estimated pixels rather 

than exponentially as with an estimate obtained via exhaustive search. In this 

chapter, the VA is described for use with the binary (M=2) image reconstruction 

problem. A brief history of work involving the VA is first given. This is followed 

by a review of the standard use of the VA for restoration from ID ISI and AWGN 

corruption. Finally, a reduced complexity VA (RCVA) is described which allows 

restoration of binary objects from the effects of 2D ISI and noise corruption. The 

RCVA is additionally shown in simulations to be capable of super-resolution and 

easily modified for restoration from ISI and Poisson noise corruption. Chapter 5 will 

extend the material of this chapter in order to enable the estimation of greyscale 

(M > 2) objects. 
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3.1 History of sequence estimation 

Forney [2],[3] showed the Viterbi algorithm (VA) [13] capable of MLSE of objects 

corrupted by ID ISI and AWGN. The VA was proven to have a computational 

complexity that grows linearly with the number of symbols N in the sequence. 

In an attempt to extend the MLSE work of Forney to handle the effects of 2D 

ISI, Heanue, Giirkan, and Hesselink [5] adapted the VA for use in estimating binary 

objects corrupted by 2D ISI and AWGN. Their adaptation retains linear complexity 

with increasing N but at the expense of sub-optimal MLSE performance. A di

rect extension of the VA dealing with 2D ISI would have resulted in optimal MLSE 

performance but leads to exponential computational complexity [6]. Interestingly, 

although the VA does not generalize to a feasible algorithm for MLPE, the perfor

mance analysis does. Chugg [6] extended the original MLSE performance analysis 

by Forney [3] in order to derive bounds on MLPE performance. These bounds pro

vide an absolute reference with which to compare the performance of sub-optimal 

MLPE methods. 

This chapter builds upon the work of [5] and utilizes the bounds of [6] in an effort 

to approach optimal MLSE performance using the VA. 
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3.2 The VA and ID ISI 

When image data is corrupted by ID ISI and noise, MLSE is accomplished with 

straightforward application of the VA. Although this use of the VA is well known, 

it is covered in this section to simplify description of the RCVA in section 3.3. 

The derivation of the VA (appendix E) is straightforward but not required to 

understand the implementation of the algorithm. Implementation is best described 

by example and one is given here. Consider the following binary sequence estimation 

example; 

g = f * h -h n 

=  ( 1 0  1 ) * ( . 5  . 3  . 2 )  +  ( . l  - . 1  0  - . 1  - . 1 )  

= (.6 .2 .7 .2 .1) 

To find given the above g and h, the VA involves performing the 'trellis' search 

shown in Fig. 3.1. A column or 'stage' i of this trellis contains the possible 'states' 

of pixels /(z - 2) and f{i — 1). For a 1 x L ISI, there are at most states 

in a stage representing all possible patterns of L - 1 adjoining pixels in f. Each 

path leaving a state of stage i represents one of the possible values of f{i). Any 

given state and path segment allow computation of A(i) (Eq. 2.16). Note that the 

first i = 1 and last i = 6 stages of the trellis contain only the 00 state because the 

convolution in Eq. 3.1 assumed zeros beyond the boundaries of f. Consider each 

state of stage i as a two pixel shift register where a path pixel f(i) shifted in from 
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Fig. 3.1: VA estimation of a binary sequence corrupted by 1 x 3 ISI and AWGN. 

the right allows transition to a state in stage i + 1. There are a total of 8 different 

paths from left to right through the trellis which correspond to the set of possible 

estimates f. The VA finds the path with minimum value of A by moving through 

the trellis stages from left to right and performing two steps: 

1. Compute the 'length' A(i) for each path segment of stage i  using Eq. 2.16. The 

path bit f{i) and length A(2) label each path segment in the first two stages 

of Fig. 3.1. 

2. For each state in stage i +1, keep only the entering path with minimum overall 

length Ej=o'^(i)- The minimum entering path length labels each state (box) 

of Fig. 3.1. 

The VA for ID blur is optimal in that it will always find the path through the trellis 

corresponding to For more details of the VA beyond this simple example, see 

appendix E or the original papers by Forney [2], [3]. 
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The VA can be used to generate a 2D estimate on a row-by-row basis if the image 

data can be coordinate transformed to result in ID ISI along rows. The following 

subsection gives examples illustrating estimation from ID ISI and noise corruption 

using the VA. 

3.2.1 ID ISI simulations 

Although optimal MLSE from ID ISI corrupted data is accomplished with un

modified VA, simulations are included here to provide examples of optimal MLSE 

performance. These results can then be used for comparison with the sub-optimal 

MLSE results generated by the RCVA. 

To generate a BER graph, objects of size 128 x 128 consisting of equiprobable 

5 = 0 and W = I pixel values were created and corrupted by the minimum-

distance 1 X 4 ISI (Eq. 2.21) and AWGN. The signal variance for binary objects 

with independent, equiprobable valued pixels is defined by 

(3.1) 

The variance of the AWGN was chosen to produce a desired SNR as defined by^ 

SNR =101og^^j (dB). (3.2) 

For a particular restoration algorithm at a given SNR, the BER was computed using 

1 30 

BER (3.3) 

^The BER of ML restoration from blur and AWGN increases monotonically with this definition 
of SNR. 
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where p  represents a 'page' index. This is the total number of estimation errors out 

of 30 object pages of size 128 x 128 divided by the total number of pixels estimated. 

This many object pages allows for possible BER values down to 2.03 x 10~®. The 

BER graph is shown in Fig. 3.2. To interpret the BER graph correctly, the 

1 

0.1 

D C  
LU 0.01 
C O  

0.001 

0.0001 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 

SNR (dB) 

Fig. 3.2: BER graph for the minimum-distance 1 x 4 ISI and AWGN. 

curve closest to the lower left corner represents an algorithm with superior BER 

performance. This figure shows the Wiener filter^ curve, labeled 'WF', to have best 

BER performance below 7 dB SNR. Above 7 dB, the VA curve drops off sharply, 

indicating the superiority of this method to that of the WF. The upper and lower 

BER bounds ('UB' and 'LB') are the MLPD bounds of Chugg [6]. A complete 

derivation of these bounds is included in appendix D. The VA curve remains between 

these bounds indicating the aforementioned optimal MLSE ability of the VA when 

brief description of the WF method as applied to binary images is given in Appendix G. 

. 1 1 \ .  l  1 1 1 : 

^  • • • •  •  

"• . ' • 

WF 
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restoring from ID ISI corruption. Note that this simulation also shows the upper 

bound curve 'UB' to be tight (a good approximation to optimal VA performance) 

at larger SNR values. 

A text restoration example gives qualitative results highlighting the advantage 

of the VA algorithm over that of the WF. A 64 x 64 text object was corrupted 

with the minimum-distance 1 x 4 ISI and AWGN to produce a SNR of 11 dB. 

The text restoration results using the WF and VA algorithm are shown in Fig. 3.3 

along with the object and image. Immediately evident, a linear technique such as 

the WF provides a poor estimate of the text. The VA object estimate shows a 

dramatic improvement over that of the WF. These results provide the motivation 

for adaptation of the VA algorithm for use with 2D ISI. 

Use of the VA for MAP/ML sequence estimation requires up to computa

tions of X{i,j) per estimated pixel which restricts practical usage to binary object 

estimates corrupted by ISI of small size {L < 16). In the following section, a reduced 

complexity VA (RCVA) is described for use in estimating binary objects corrupted 

by 2D ISI. 

3.3 The VA and 2D ISI 

For small N and L  x  L  ISI, M-ary objects of size N x  N  can be estimated using 

a column-based extension of the VA. This extension is obtained by considering each 

column of the object estimate to be an M^-ary 'pixel'. Estimation then proceeds 
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using the previously described VA. However, such a column-based VA has 

states which is prohibitively complex for object sizes of practical use. A further 

modification is required in order to restrict the complexity of the column-based VA. 

The complexity of the column-based VA can be reduced using row-by-row esti

mation of the object. This modification of the column-based VA is motivated by 

physical intuition on the nature of the convolution process. A row of object pixels 

in f luences  ( t h rough  convo lu t ion  w i th  an  L  x  L  IS I )  t he  p ixe l  i n t ens i t y  va lues  o f  L  

rows in the image as shown in Fig. 1.1. Therefore, a decision regarding the intensity 

values of pixels in a row of the object estimate can be made using L rows of image 

pixel values. An example of such a row-by-row VA is shown in Fig. 3.4(a). Note that 

this is a sub-optimal approach because optimal MAP/MLSE would use the entire 

page of image data to decide upon any region of the object estimate. Even though 

optimality has been sacrificed, the row-by-row VA still requires states. 

This is too complex for all but binary {M = 2) objects corrupted by ISI of small 

support (L < 4) and so an additional method of complexity reduction is desired. 

As in [5], we use decision feedback to further reduce the number of states used 

for row-by-row VA estimation. To distinguish our algorithm, it will be referred to 

as the 'reduced-complexity Viterbi algorithm' or RCVA. Decision feedback requires 

that the estimate be generated from the top-row down and assumes that previous 

rows are detected correctly. An example of row-by-row VA with decision feedback is 

shown in Fig. 3.4(b). The use of decision feedback can result in performance that is 
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worse than row-by-row VA when image noise is large enough to prevent the correct 

estimation of previous rows. However, decision feedback further reduces the number 

of states to For clarity, the first two columns of the VA trellis used for 

estimating a binary object row is shown in Fig. 3.5. States in this trellis consist of 

3x2 pixel-patterns resulting in up to 2® = 64 states per column. Each path segment 

represents a 3 x 1 pixel-pattern so there are 2^ = 8 paths leaving or entering each 

state. For a particular row i, path segment lengths in column j of the trellis are 

computed using the equation 

i+l 

E HK})- (3.4) 
k = i — l  

Note that three rows of bits are estimated for each horizontal pass of the VA but 

only the values of bits in row i are kept. 

0 0 1 0 0 Viterbi detection—^i 0 0 1 0 
"1 

-»o 1 1 0 0 1 
Two rows J 

L—0 1 1 0 0 
'1 

-^1 0 ® 1 0 1 of feedback 1 .U 

©
 

O
 1 0 

'1 
Viterbi detection-*-o 1 0 1 0 I ;® 0 1 1 0 

-^0 1 1 0 I 0 1 :0 1 ; 0 1 

-^1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 ! 0 1 ' 0 0 

(a) Row-by-row VA (b) Row-by-row VA with decision 

feedback 

Fig. 3.4: VA estimation of a binary object corrupted by 3 x 3 ISI. The solid box 
encloses the pixels of a source state. The dashed box encloses the pixels of a desti
nation state. The state transition influences the values of three signal pixels whose 
location in the image is indicated by shaded circles. 
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3x2 Stat^ 

Fig. 3.5; The VA trellis for estimation of a binary object corrupted by 3 x 3 ISI and 
noise. 

The RCVA can be used iteratively to improve the performance of M-ary object 

restoration. Iteration solves two problems with the RCVA. Primarily, the effect of 

error-propagation occurs as a result of decision feedback. Error-propagation means 

that incorrectly chosen pixel values from previous rows cause errors to occur in the 

following rows. Also, the use of a sophisticated estimation technique such as the 

VA along rows with a simple technique of decision-feedback along columns leads to 

restoration performance that is dependent upon the shape of h. If the ISI consists 

of more rows than columns, estimation performance will change if the channel h or 

image data g is transposed. These two problems motivate a new form of the RCVA 

when dealing with 2D ISI and simple objects {M < 4). A flow-chart of an iterative 

form of the RCVA is shown in Fig. 3.6. Recall that the VA is used along each row 
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with previously estimated rows used in the current row estimation. If a second 

object estimate is generated by using the VA along each column with previously 

estimated columns used in the current column estimation, then the two estimates 

can be combined to form an intermediate estimate by fixing estimate pixels which 

agree. This intermediate estimate is then fed back into the row and column VA's in 

order to decide upon the values of the remaining unfixed bits. Iteration continues 

in this fashion for as long as the MAP/ML metric A continues to decrease. All 

simulations in this dissertation will use the iterative RCVA when estimating binary 

objects. 

g,h_ 

Row VA 

A 
f. 

Column VA 

Fix agreeing 
bits 

Fig. 3.6: The iterative VA for 2D ISI. 
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3.3.1 2D ISI simulations 

The simulations of section 3.2.1 show a standard use of the VA original only in 

that it is applied to image restoration. Simulation results are shown in this section 

using the new RCVA for use with reconstruction from 2D ISI. 

For the BER graph shown in Fig. 3.7, 256 x 256 objects were generated consisting 

of randomly placed equiprobable 0 and 1 pixels. These objects were corrupted with 

minimum-distance 3 x 3 ISI and AWGN. The curve denoted by 'HGH' represents 

the performance of the VA scheme proposed for use with 2D ISI in [5]. This method 

requires a large SNR of 23 dB before BER performance improves over that of the 

WF. Although the RCVA outperforms the WF above 12 dB, performance is not 

as good for low SNR. This is an effect of the use of decision feedback which leads 

to error propagation at lower SNRs in return for improved performance at higher 

SNRs. To achieve a BER of 0.001 the RCVA algorithm requires only a 3 dB increase 

in SNR over the SNR required by optimal MLPD as estimated by the upper-bound 

'UB' curve. In addition, the RCVA achieves a 0.1% BER with a SNR that is 10 dB 

less than that required by the HGH algorithm and 17 dB less than that required by 

the WF. 

The graph of Fig. 3.7 compares the BER performance of the WF and RCVA 

algorithms using only the minimum-distance channel. As another means of com

parison, a graph was created using a range of ISI types corresponding to channels 

of varying bandwidths. 256 x 256 objects were generated consisting of randomly 
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Fig. 3.7: BER performance for 3 x 3 ISI and AWGN. 

placed equiprobable 0 and 1 pixels. These objects were convolved with a 17 x 17 ISI 

representing the incoherent impulse response of an imaging system with a circular 

pupil (a bandlimited channel). Assuming the CCD detectors completely fill the de

tector area and that they are square with side s = 1, the discrete ISI can be written 

as 

where l /K  ensures Yl i , j h { i , j )  = 1, Ji(-) is a first-order Bessel function of the first 

kind, and W represents a PSF width variable specifying the distance to the first null 

(normalized to s). As W is increased, the PSF becomes wider and the bandwidth of 

the channel decreases resulting in increasing restoration difficulty. After the object 

is blurred with this ISI, AWGN is added. Estimates are then generated assuming the 

dxdy  (3.5) 
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channel ISI to be the truncated 3x3 center portion of Eq. 3.5. For a given value of 

W and estimation method, the SNR is adjusted until the estimate BER « 1 x 10"^. 

The resultant plot of SNR versus PSF width parameter W is shown in Fig. 3.8. For 

the range of PSF widths tested, the WF always generates estimates with a BER of 

1 X 10"^ at a smaller SNR than that required by the RCVA. Evidently, the use of a 

truncated 3 x 3 ISI during estimation degrades the performance of the RCVA more 

severely than that of the WF. 

22 
RCVA -

WF -20 

18 

16 

14 

12 

10 
1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 

PSF width (W) 

Fig. 3.8: SNR vs. PSF width W for a BER< 1 x 10"^. 

In addition to the BER simulation, simulated MLSE of text was also performed 

and is shown in Fig. 3.9. A 64 x 64 text object was corrupted with the minimum-

distance 3 X 3 ISI and AWGN to produce a SNR of 15 dB. The RCVA object 

estimate is visually superior to the WF estimate and has roughly one sixth the 

BER. 
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In addition to the RCVA ability to restore from ISI and AWGN, it can also be 

modified for use with ISI and Poisson noise. MLSE of objects corrupted by Poisson 

noise involves using the RCVA to minimize the Poisson ML metric (Eq. 2.19). Be

cause the variance of Poisson noise is signal-dependent (7l(i,j) = s{i,j), the amount 

of noise present in the image can be set by varying the object photon counts B and 

W for black and white pixels, respectively. To enable use of the previous definition 

for SNR (Eq. 3.2), the average noise variance given by 

is used in Eq. 3.2 to produce a SNR value for Poisson noise. To illustrate RCVA 

performance with Poisson noise, a BER graph was made. The intensity of black 

pixels was fixed at 10 photon counts while the intensity of white pixels was varied 

(from 38 to 17011 to produce SNR values in the range 0-30 dB). The object was then 

blurred with minimum-distance 3 x 3 ISI and subjected to Poisson noise corruption 

using the Poisson random number generator from [24]. This graph displays results 

identical to the RCVA and WF curves of Fig. 3.7 and so is not repeated here. Such 

duplication of BER performance between the AWGN and Poisson noise cases arises 

from the accuracy of using Eq. 3.6 to approximate crl{i,j) for Poisson noise with 

binary equiprobable IID object pixels. 

As a final simulation, super-resolution capabilities of the RCVA were simulated. 

The results of this simulation are shown in Fig. 3.10. Super-resolution refers to 

restoration of meaningful spatial frequency content in the zeros or 'nulls' of the 
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imaging channel. Using capital letters as the discrete 2D Fourier transform (FT) 

equivalents of their lower-case counterparts, these channel nulls are points u, v where 

\H{u,v)\ = 0. Such nulls reduce particular object frequencies to zero during the 

imaging process. Restoration of these frequencies requires a non-linear algorithm 

capable of incorporating a-priori information in order to extrapolate frequency con

tent and 'bridge' the nulls. The form of the WF shown in appendix G reveals that 

the FT of the WF estimate |Fu;/(u, t;)| = 0 whenever t;)| = 0 and so can never 

achieve super-resolved estimates. To illustrate the super-resolving ability of the 

RCVA, a Monte-Carlo simulation was performed using 100 random binary objects. 

These objects were of size 128 x 128 and consisted of equiprobable -1 and 1 valued 

pixels. The objects were corrupted with minimum-distance 3 x 3 ISI and AWGN with 

variance = 0.003. The set of reconstructions using a particular technique were 

used to generate an ensemble average approximation of E[\F{u,v)\'^]/N. The line 

labeled 'Object' corresponds to the approximation ^[|F(u, u)p]/A^ which is ideally 

a constant value of 1.0 for these objects (see appendix G). The curve labeled 'OTF' 

represents \H{u, u)\/N and shows a distinct channel null for u = 47,48,..., 49. The 

line labeled 'RCVA' corresponds to the estimated spectrum of the RCVA estimates 

E[\Fi{cvAi'^':u)\'^]. This line shows the RCVA is capable of approximating object 

spatial frequency content in the channel null. The line labeled 'WF' represents 

E[\Fu,f{u,u)\'^] and illustrates the aforementioned inability of the WF to restore 

frequency content in the channel null. 
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Fig. 3.10: The RCVA restores spatial frequency content where the WF cannot. 

Use of the RCVA for sub-optimal MLPE requires up to computations of 

Hhj) psr estimated pixel which again restricts practical usage to binary object 

estimates corrupted by small ISI (L < 5). In chapter 5, a further adaptation of the 

RCVA is described which allows the estimation of more complex object estimates 

(M :§> 2) and/or larger blur sizes. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SYMBOL ESTIMATION 

Although the a-posteriori probability (APP) and iterative APP (lAPP) algo

rithms that are the subject of this chapter are not original, their application to the 

image restoration problem is original. The chapter is included in the dissertation 

since it covers what the author considers to be the best extensions of the RCVA 

of the previous chapter. Any future work on the subject of the dissertation would 

involve the material of this chapter. The APP algorithm is a generalization of the 

VA (the VA can be derived as a simpler form of the APP algorithm) that can per

form MAP/ML symbol estimation of an M-ary object corrupted by ISI and AWGN. 

The greatest advantage of the APP algorithm lies with its 'soft-input, soft-output' 

(SISO) structure. This will be shown to lead to a more powerful iterative adapta

tion for use with 2D ISI. In this chapter, a brief history is given of the literature 

concerning MAP/ML symbol estimation. Use of the APP algorithm for restoration 

of M-ary objects from the effects of ID ISI and AWGN is then described. Finally, 

a use of the APP algorithm for the restoration of M-ary objects from 2D ISI and 

AWGN is described. 
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4.1 History of symbol estimation 

To understand the development of MAP/ML symbol estimation, a brief history 

of the literature is helpful. In 1966, Chang and Hancock [22] developed an algorithm 

for MAP estimation on a word-by-word basis. This form of MAP estimation uses 

the entire observation g and a forward and backward computational recursion to 

compute the APP's for a 'word' composed of a sub-sequence of input symbols. Its 

memory and computational requirements grow linearly with sequence length and 

exponen t i a l l y  w i th  IS I  d imens ion  L  and /o r  symbo l  a lphabe t  s i ze  M.  

Two years later in 1968, Abend et al. [18] point out the manner in which the 

output of Chang and Hancock's algorithm could be used to perform MAP symbol 

estimation (referred to as the type-I MAP algorithm by Li, Vucetic and Sato [16]). 

Bowen [19] also recognizes this ability of the Chang and Hancock method in his 

1969 correspondence. Using these two correspondences along with the original work 

by Chang and Hancock, Bahl et al. [11] recast the type-I MAP algorithm in 1974 

to solve the more general problem of estimating the state and transition APP's of 

a Markov source observed through AWGN. For type-I MAP symbol detection, this 

paper is more often cited than the earlier work of Chang and Hancock because it 

offers a complete coverage of the MAP symbol estimation algorithm. 

Abend and Fritchman [20] return in 1970 with an improved form of the MAP sym

bol estimation algorithm that computes the APP's using only a forward recursion 

with a sliding window of observations (continuous-mode detection). This method 
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has a computation and memory requirement that grows exponentially with increas

ing window size (decision-delay time). However, unHke the type-I MAP algorithm, 

the memory requirement is fixed (not linear) with respect to sequence length. 

Hagenauer and Hoeher [21] avoid the computational complexity of MAP estima

tion by developing the soft-output Viterbi algorithm (SOVA) in 1989. The SOVA is 

an approximation of MAP symbol estimation made by computing a reliability value 

for each symbol from the output of the VA as it is used for MLSE. Performance is 

near that of the type-I MAP symbol estimator for binary estimation but suffers for 

M > 2 [1], 

Perhaps the most complete paper to emerge on the subject of MAP symbol es

timation is the 1995 paper by Li, Vucetic and Sato [16]. This paper includes an 

excellent summary of the features of type-I and type-II MAP algorithms (primarily 

table I of their paper). Additionally, they introduce an optimal^ soft-output al

gorithm (OSA). This algorithm is an improved form of the type-II MAP algorithm 

which has a memory and computational requirement that grows linearly rather than 

exponentially with the decision delay. They also give a sub-optimal soft-output 

algorithm (SSA) form of the OSA. The SSA performs computations in the log-

probability domain which results in simple add-compare-select operations rather 

than the multiply-and-add operations required by the OSA which operates in the 

probability domain. Performance of the SSA is almost identical to that of the OSA 

^ Optimal under the constraint of fixed decision delay. 
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at high SNR but with a much smaller computational complexity roughly that of the 

VA. In a very clearly written paper, Viterbi [14] showed how a correction term can 

be applied to the logarithmic version of the APP algorithm in order to recover the 

exact APP algorithm. Although no work of this type has been seen, this correction 

term could presumably be used in the aforementioned SSA in order to achieve the 

performance of the OSA with no added computational increase. 

Finally, the 1998 paper by Chen and Chugg [8] illustrated how the effect of 2D ISI 

could be modeled as two concatenated finite-state machines (FSM's) separated by 

an interleaver. This is identical to the concatenated encoder systems described by 

Hagenauer [28] and so concatenated decoding algorithms can be applied to the bi

nary object restoration problem. Concatenated decoding involves iterating between 

an 'inner' APP and 'outer' APP algorithm in order to generate APP estimates as 

per Fig. 2 of Benedetto and Montorsi [26]. 

The algorithm described in this chapter uses the 2D ISI model of Chen and 

Chugg [8] and the concatenated decoding scheme of Bennedetto et a.l. [26] in order 

to perform MAP estimation. 

4.2 The APP algorithm and ID ISI 

The APP algorithm is a more sophisticated and generalized form of the VA. It 

is one of a more general class of 'soft-input, soft-output' (SISO) algorithms. The 

soft-inputs refer to unquantized (floating-point) data containing information about 
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pixels to be estimated. The APP algorithm computes what are termed 'soft-outputs' 

as opposed to the 'hard-output' of the VA. These soft-outputs constitute reliability 

information about possible decisions but do not include a decision regarding object 

estimate pixel values. The APP algorithm coupled with the MAP decision rule form 

the two steps of MAP estimation. An understanding of how the APP algorithm 

is used for estimation of ID ISI and noise corrupted objects is necessary before 

understanding how it is used to estimate objects corrupted by 2D ISI and noise. 

The APP algorithm may be used without modification when restoring from ID 

ISI and AWGN corruption. A block diagram of the APP algorithm as it relates 

to use with image restoration from ID ISI is shown in Fig. 4.1. There are two 

Conditional channel 
probabilities 

A-priori pixel 
probabilities 

APP algonthm 

Joint channel 
probabilities 

P ( s ^ .  g) 

Joint pixel 
probabilities 

To MAP 
decision rule 

Fig. 4.1; The APP algorithm block diagram for estimation of ID ISI and noise 
corrupted objects. 

inputs and two outputs for the APP algorithm. The first input consists of the set 

of conditional channel probabilities p{gk | 5^). For AWGN, these are given by 

P i g k  I S k )  = 
1 

\/2^ 
exp 

' - { g k  -  S k ) '  
(4.1) 
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Note that sjt represents a signal value { s k  = (f * h)jt) and is not to be confused with 

the state notation of appendix E. The second input consists of the set of a-priori 

object pixel probabilities Pr{/jfc = Fm}. If the a-priori object pixel probabilities are 

unknown, then they are set to be equiprobable Pv{fk = Fm} = 1/M and the APP 

algorithm will perform ML rather than MAP symbol estimation. These two inputs 

are used by the APP algorithm to compute two outputs. The first output is the set 

of joint channel probabilities p{sk, g). This output is not used by the APP algorithm 

when restoring from ID ISI corruption. The second output of the APP algorithm is 

the set of joint pixel or a-posteriori probabilities (APP's) p{fk = F^, g). Once the 

APP algorithm is used to obtain the APP's, estimation of each object pixel value 

fk is accomplished using the MAP rule: 

if p { f k  =  F m ,  g) > p i f k  = F n ,  g) V n then fk = Fm- (4.2) 

The complexity of the APP algorithm is, at most, twice that of the VA. Viterbi [14] 

points out that the APP algorithm can be performed with forward and backward 

recursions of VA computations. The dominant complexity of the VA comes from 

computing the path segment metrics If memory size is not an algorithm 

constraint, then the path metrics computed during the forward recursion of the VA 

can be stored and used in the reverse recursion. Such use of memory allows the 

APP complexity to be within that of the VA. 

The following subsection gives some examples of MLPE using the APP algorithm 

to estimate binary objects corrupted by ID ISI and noise. 
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4.2.1 ID ISI simulations 

Direct use of the APP algorithm is possible when restoring objects corrupted 

by ID ISI and memoryless noise. Simulations are presented here to compare BER 

and text restoration performance of the APP algorithm with the VA results of the 

previous chapter. 

A BER graph was generated in the same manner as that used to create Fig. 3.2 

and is shown in Fig. 4.2. Because the a-priori pixel probabilities are equiprobable 

= Fm) = 1/M, MAP and ML estimation are identical and the APP algorithm 

BER can be compared with the VA BER. As theoretically predicted, Fig. 4.2 shows 

the performance of these two algorithms is nearly identical when restoring ID ISI 

and AWGN corrupted binary objects with equiprobable pixel values. 

1 

UJ 0.01 
CQ 

0.0001 

0.001 

0.1 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 
SNR (dB) 

Fig. 4.2: BER graph for the minimum-distance 1 x 4 ISI and AWGN. 
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A text restoration simulation was also performed and is shown in Fig. 4.3. This 

simulation was performed in the same way used to generate Fig. 3.3. The VA and 

APP object estimates are virtually identical with minor differences but no substan

tial difference in BER or text readability (the only difference between the estimates 

is in the 'k' of'woodpecker'). 
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(d) APP object esti

mate, BER=1.3% 

from 1 X 4 ISI and AWGN. 
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In summary, the simulations involving ID ISI show the APP algorithm is equiv

alent to the performance of the VA (for ML estimation). However, unlike the VA, 

the APP algorithm has a SISO structure which will be shown in the next section 

to lead to a more powerful adaptation for use with 2D ISI. In addition, when the 

object pixel a-priori probabilities are known, the APP algorithm is capable of MAP 

symbol estimation rather than the less powerful MAP sequence estimation ability 

of the VA. 

4.3 The APP algorithm and 2D ISI 

The use of the APP algorithm for MAP estimation from the effects of 2D ISI and 

AWGN is very different from its use with ID ISI. This section first describes the 

manner in which 2D ISI can be modeled as two concatenated finite-state machines 

(FSM). The FSM model then leads to a description of the iterative use of the APP 

algorithm. 

The effect of 2D ISI was shown by Chen and Chugg [8] to be equivalently modeled 

as an 'outer' FSM concatenated with an 'inner' FSM. The outer FSM is shown in 

Fig. 4.4(a). The input symbols to this FSM are object pixels along row written as 

There are L - 1 spatial delay units Z~^ which give the FSM a 'memory' of 

the most recent L object pixels in row ii. These L object pixel values are converted 

to vector symbols using the operator $o(") 

a { i i , k )  =  L  +  1 ) )  
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=  [ f { i u k ) , f { i i , k - l ) , . . . J { i i , k - L  +  l ) ] .  (4.3) 

The inner FSM is shown in Fig. 4.4(b). The input symbols to the inner FSM are 

vector symbols along column ji written as a(/:, ji). These are the vector symbols 

output by the outer FSM. The operator for the inner FSM $/(•) involves the sum 

o f  v e c t o r  i n n e r  p r o d u c t  o p e r a t i o n s  w h i c h  p r o d u c e s  a  s i g n a l  v a l u e  s { k , j i )  

s { k , j i )  =  -  L  +  l J i ) )  

i = Q  

= (f*h)jt.jv (4.4) 

Notice that this signal value is identical to the convolution result using Eq. 2.1. 

The use of an interleaver, just a block of memory in this case, allows the output of 

the outer FSM to be stored. Once the rows of the interleaver are filled, the inner 

FSM can operate upon each interleaver column. The overall FSM model of 2D ISI 

is shown in Fig. 4.5. 

The advantage of the concatenated FSM model for 2D ISI is conceptual. It 

shows the direct connection between 2D ISI and a concatenated encoding system. 

Concatenated decoding algorithms can be used with this model to estimate f given 

the observation g of s through a time-discrete, memoryless AWGN channel. One 

such algorithm involves the iterative APP (lAPP) algorithm. 

To understand the lAPP algorithm, the image formation and restoration system 

must be modeled as a concatenated encoder followed by a concatenated decoder. 
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FSM, 

fli,. k) fii,. k-I) 

afi,. k) = [ fli,, kh fli,, k-n ,... fli,. k-Ul) ] 

1>oWv k), fli,. k-I) , ... fli,, k-L+1) ) 

(a) The outer FSM: a mapping of scalars to vectors. 

FSM, 

<t'^(a(k,ji),a(k-l,ji) .... a(k-L+].j,) ) 

(b) The inner FSM: a mapping of vectors to scalars. 

Fig. 4.4: Outer and inner FSM's. 

Outer FSM's 
Intcrleaver 

f(N.j) 

Inner FSM's I (TSM FSM 

s(i. 1) s(i. K) 

Fig. 4.5; The concatenated FSM model of 2D ISI. 
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Consider the system of Fig. 4.6 (as adapted from Fig. 1 of Hanson and Aulin [15]). 

This system begins with the outer FSM which maps rows of object pixel values 

Outer Channel 

Outer FSM 

Encoder 

aO',. k) 
FSM 

Inner FSM 

Encoder v_I_ 

Inner Channel 

AWGN 

Iterative Decoding 

Algorithm 

yr/,. k) MAP 

decision 
rule 

Outer Decoder 

Inner Decoder 

De-in(erleaver 

Interleaver 

Interleaver 

Fig. 4.6: Image formation/restoration concatenated encoding/decoding. 

f { i i ,  k )  to rows of outer vector symbols These outer symbol rows enter the 

outer channel where they are stored in a block interleaver. When all object pixel 

rows have been 'coded' and stored in the interleaver, the inner FSM begins opera

tion. The inner FSM maps columns of outer symbols a{k,ji) into columns of signal 
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pixel values s { k , j i ) .  These signal pixel values are known as the 'inner symbols'. 

As the inner symbols are created, they are transmitted through the inner AWGN 

channel. Emerging from the inner-channel are the inaage pixel values g{k,ji) which 

are stored in the interleaver of the generic iterative decoding algorithm. Inside the 

i t e r a t i v e  d e c o d e r ,  t h e  i n n e r  d e c o d e r  r e c e i v e s  t h e  i n n e r  c h a n n e l  o b s e r v a t i o n s  g { k , j i )  

and extracts information about the possible outer symbol columns a.{k,ji). This 

information is de-interleaved and passed out of the outer channel to the outer de

coder. The outer decoder extracts information about the possible object pixels in a 

row f{ii,k). Some of the object pixel information is fed back to the inner decoder 

through an interleaver to begin another iteration of decoding. When iterations are 

complete, the object pixel information is passed to the MAP decision rule to gen

erate the final object estimate pixel values The most important detail to 

note about this diagram is the existence of two concatenated transmission systems. 

There is an outer system consisting of an outer encoder, outer channel and outer 

decoder. Inside the outer channel, there is a second transmission system with its 

own inner encoder, inner channel and inner decoder. The generic iterative decoding 

algorithm is a method to exchange information between inner and outer decoders 

when interleaving does not allow optimal object pixel estimation via independently 

working concatenated decoders. 
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A diagram of the lAPP algorithm as it applies to the estimation of 2D ISI and 

noise corrupted objects is shown in Fig. 4.7. The generic iterative decoding algo

rithm was described by Hagenauer [28, Fig. 4] but a more specific comparison with 

the lAPP algorithm presented here lies with the later work of Benedetto and Mon-

torsi [26, Fig. 2]. The inputs and outputs of the lAPP are identical to those of the 

APP used with ID ISI (Fig. 4.1). The lAPP takes as inputs the set of conditional 

channel probabilities p{g{k,ji) | s{k,ji)) (Eqn. 4.1) and the set of a-priori object 

pixel probabilities PT{f{ii,k) = Fm}. By iterating (subscript n signifies iteration 

count) between inner and outer APP algorithms, the lAPP generates two outputs. 

The first output is the set of estimated joint channel probabilities 

These probabilities are not used for MAP/ML symbol estimation but are included 

in Fig. 4.7 to show the identical structure of the lAPP and APP algorithms. The 

s e c o n d  o u t p u t  o f  t h e  l A P P  a l g o r i t h m  i s  t h e  s e t  o f  e s t i m a t e d  A P P ' s  P n { f { h , k ) , g )  

which is used by the MAP decision rule to generate the MAP object estimate. 

Inside the lAPP block, there are two APP algorithms which operate as inner and 

o u t e r  c h a n n e l  d e c o d e r s .  T h e  i n n e r  c h a n n e l  c o n d i t i o n a l  p r o b a b i l i t i e s p ( 5 ( f c , j i )  |  s { k , j i ) )  

and estimated inner symbol a-priori probabilities Prn{a(/:,;i)} are used as inputs to 

the inner APP algorithm. At the beginning of the iterations (n = 0), the inner sym

bol a-priori probabilities are determined using the outer symbol a-priori probabilities 

via 

Pro{a(A:,;i)} = Pro{a(A:,ji) = 
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Fig. 4.7: Concatenated decoding with the lAPP algorithm. 

L-l 

i=0 
(4.5) 

The only used output of the inner APP algorithm is the set of estimates of the joint 

inner symbol probabilities Pn(a(A:, ji),g). These probabilities are divided by the 

estimated inner symbol a-priori probabilities and de-interleaved (signified by 7r~^()) 

to form estimated outer channel conditional probabilities via 

P n i g i i u k )  I a i i u k ) )  ̂  n  
-1 f P n { a { k , j i ) , g y  

(4.6) 

The outer APP algorithm uses the estimated outer channel conditional probabilities 

and the outer symbol a-priori probabilities Pr{/(ii, k) = to compute estimated 

joint outer channel probabilities p„(a(ii, A:),g). These probabilities are divided by 

the estimated outer channel conditional probabilities and interleaved (signified by 
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7r()) to form an updated estimate of the next iteration's inner symbol a-priori prob

abilities via 

(4.7) 
\ P n { 9 { i u k ) \ s i { t u k ) ) J  

When the values of the estimated joint outer symbol probabilities Pn(/(^i,^) = 

F^.g) have converged, iteration ceases and the MAP rule (Eqn. 4.2) is used to 

generate the final object estimate f. 

The update equations (Eqn. 4.6 and 4.7) require some further intuitive justifi

cation. Update Eqn. 4.6 uses the de-interleaving operation 7r~^(-) to convert from 

the symbol indexing method of the inner channel ai{k,ji) to the symbol indexing 

method of the outer channel a.{ii,k). Both symbol indexing methods reference the 

same symbol. Once the de-interleaving operation is complete, the following equation 

results 

PMiuk) I a(-.,t)) « =ii-(8 I (4-8) 
Pr„{a(zi,A:)} 

where the approximation comes from estimating the conditional image pixel prob

ability pnigiHik) I a(ii,A:)) by the conditional probability of the entire image 

Pn(g I Si{h,k)). Update Eqn. 4.7 uses the interleaving operation 7r(-) to convert 

from the pixel and symbol indexing method of the outer channel g{ii,k), a(ii,^) 

to the indexing method of the inner channel g{k,ji), a(A:, ji). Again, both indexing 

methods reference the same pixel and symbol. Once the de-interleaving operation 

is complete, the following equation results 

- •  M  P n { ^ { k ,  j l ) ,  S , )  /  A  n \  
Prn+i{a( f t ; ,  ji)} ~  ~  t  l u  n  ^~v\ 

pn(p(fc,ji) i a(fc,Ji)) 
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where the approximation is seen more clearly when written as 

Pr r^(i. . PMkJi),g) Pn(a(fc , j i ) ,g)  
- ——j—-—r-^ Ri . . ,,— 7 - r - , — n — I ^ . I U )  

P n { g  I  a ( A : , j i ) )  P n { g i k , j i )  |  a { k , j i ) )  

The approximation of this equation comes from estimating the conditional proba

bility of the entire image p„(g | a.{k,ji)) as the conditional probability of a single 

image pixel Pn{g{k,ji) | a(fc,;i)) 

The complexity of the lAPP algorithm is more than that of the RCVA of the 

previous chapter. The inner APP algorithm performs the bulk of the computation 

and has a complexity (per iteration) that is at most twice that of the RCVA of 

the previous chapter. If memory storage size is unrestricted, then complexity of 

the inner APP algorithm can be reduced to that of the RCVA (see section 4.2). 

Per iteration complexity of the outer APP algorithm is considered negligible since 

path segment metrics do not require a convolution value. The major computational 

difTerence between the RCVA and lAPP algorithms lies in the manner in which 

they iterate. RCVA computational complexity decreases with iteration since the 

set of allowed states is reduced. However, the lAPP computational complexity is 

fixed with respect to iteration. Such a difference between the algorithms makes a 

complexity comparison difficult without knowledge of the rate of state reduction 

during iterations of the RCVA. 

Simulations are presented in the next section to illustrate the use of the lAPP 

algorithm. 
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4.3.1 2D ISI simulations 

A BER graph was generated in the same manner as that used to create Fig. 3.7 

and is shown in Fig. 4.8. The figure shows the lAPP algorithm generates estimates 

with smaller BER than those of the RCVA estimates at all SNR values. This 

improvement in BER performance can be attributed to two differences between the 

lAPP and RCVA algorithms: 

1. The lAPP algorithm uses 'soft' (floating-point) information exchange between 

iterations rather than the 'hard' (quantized) information exchange of the 

RCVA. The RCVA uses feedback from previously detected rows (and columns, 

if the iterative form is used). This feedback is in the form of quantized 'hard' 

decisions regarding object pixel values. These hard decisions do not convey as 

much information as the soft probability values exchanged within the lAPP. 

2. The lAPP algorithm is performing symbol estimation rather than the sequence 

estimation of RCVA. Recall from section 2.2 that symbol estimation minimizes 

the probability of symbol (bit) error while sequence estimation minimizes the 

p r o b a b i l i t y  o f  s e q u e n c e  e r r o r .  B e c a u s e  a  s e q u e n c e  e r r o r  c o n s i s t s  o f  o n e  o r  m o r e  

symbol errors, the BER is always greater than or equal to the BER associated 

with symbol estimation. 
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These two improvements of the lAPP algorithm over the RCVA allow achievable 

BER performance to approach within 2.5 dB of the MLFE upper bound curve 

(labeled 'UB' in Fig. 4.8) at high SNR values. 
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UB 
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Fig. 4.8: BER graph for the minimum-distance 3 x 3 ISI and AWGN. 

In addition to the BER graph, a simulated estimation of text using the lAPP 

algorithm was also performed and is shown in Fig. 4.9. The restoration was done 

in the same manner as that used to create Fig. 3.9. The lAPP and RCVA 

restorations are nearly equivalent with a slight improvement by the lAPP algorithm 

in restoring the word 'ever'. In support of the BER graph, the lAPP algorithm 

estimate has a BER less than one third that of the RCVA estimate. 
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CHAPTER 5 

VECTOR QUANTIZATION 

Vector quantization (VQ) is a method that is used with the RCVA to allow more 

complex estimation involving greyscale objects (M > 2) and/or larger blur sizes 

(L > 4). Unfortunately, there is no known way to use VQ with the lAPP algorithm 

and so use of the lAPP is restricted to estimation of binary (M = 2) objects. The 

RCVA needs 256® states to estimate a greyscale M=256 object corrupted by a small 

3x3 ISI. In this chapter, we describe how VQ can be used to obtain greyscale 

estimates with as few as 256 RCVA states. 

In addition to complexity reduction, VQ also results in the suppression of 'null-

objects'. Greyscale image restoration requires techniques with built-in suppression 

of null objects. In this work, null objects £„ are objects that have low-power signals 

s with respect to the noise power or 

||f„*h||2 < ||n|p. (5.1) 

Null objects make it difficult to estimate the object which corresponds to a given 

image g because f -I- £„ is also close to ^ as measured by the ML metric A. To avoid 

null objects, restrictions can be enforced so that f -h is not an allowed object 
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estimate choice. The requirement that a solution be binary is one such restriction 

that reduces the null object set size. One way in which the greyscale object space 

can be reduced to avoid the existence of null objects is with VQ. 

VQ is a lossy data compression technique that can be used to represent a set of 

data vectors using a smaller number C < D oi codebook vectors 

Given a codebook, the data set is quantized by finding the closest codebook vector 

for each of the data vectors according to 

di = Cfc 

where fc = arg min||di — Cj||. (5.2) 
j  

This codebook is often obtained using the clustering or Linde, Buzo, Grey (LBG) 

algorithm [33]. The LBG algorithm searches for the set of codebook vectors that 

minimize the total quantization error XI: ||di — di||. 

An example of VQ using various codebook sizes is shown in Fig. 5.1 for lossy image 

compression of an 8-bit 128 x 128 object. The image to be compressed is divided 

into non-overlapping 3x2 blocks to form the data set {dj}. The LBG algorithm is 

used with this data set to obtain codebook vectors {Cj}. At this point, the codebook 

{Cj} and codebook indices k can be used to represent a compressed image. Hov/ever, 

VQ will be used in this chapter to reduce RCVA complexity. Because a relatively 

small codebook size (256 codeblocks out of a maximum possible 256®) represents the 

original object with great accuracy, a complexity reduction with minimum RCVA 

estimation performance loss is indicated by this example. 



(a) 128 X 128 original (b) 16 VQ, MSE=242 

(c) 64 VQ, MSE=112 (d) 256 VQ, MSE=50 

Fig. 5.1: Example of VQ using codebooks containing 16, 64, and 256 blocks of 
3 x 2 .  
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VQ can be used to reduce the number of states used by the RCVA. Assuming an 

L X L ISI and M-ary object pixels, there are a total of states representing 

all possible L x { L — l )  pixel patterns. For example, an object with M  = 256 possible 

pixel values that is corrupted by 3 x 3 ISI results in 256® RCVA states. However, 

most objects have a high degree of inter-pixel correlation and can be accurately 

represented by far fewer states (as few as 256 states will be shown to be a sufficient 

number for the previous example). The states of the RCVA trellis can be thought 

of as a set of data vectors. Using VQ, this data vector set is reduced in size while 

minimizing object quantization error. Specifically, we assume a training object f 

is available with similar pixel correlations as the object f to be estimated. A set 

of training states is created from overlapping L x (L — 1) regions of the training 

object. These training states are used with the LBG algorithm to find a smaller set 

of codebook states for use with the RCVA. 

The use of a reduced set of VQ codebook states with the RCVA requires new 

methods for determining an allowed state transition and associated path length 

computation. Fig. 5.2 shows how the reduced set of states and state transitions are 

obtained using the training object, LBG algorithm and VQ. Allowed state transitions 

are determined by recording the transitions that occur along rows of the training 

object after the training states have been quantized with the codebook states. These 

state transitions further constrain the estimate to have the pixel correlations of the 

training object. In addition to the new method of determining allowed state 
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VQ 

Fig. 5.2: Using a training object, the LBG algorithm and VQ to reduce the com
plexity of the RCVA for greyscale object estimation. 

transitions, a new method for computing path length is required. A given state 

transition must specify an L x L region of object estimate pixel values to use (along 

with rows of feedback values) when computing an associated path segment length 

Fig. 5.3 shows how a 3 x 3 region of pixel values corresponding to a given 

state transition is determined when using a VQ-reduced state set. The leftmost 

column of the source state and rightmost column of the destination state specify 

leftmost and rightmost columns of the L x L region. A pixel value in the remaining 

center columns is created from an average of a source and a destination state pixel 

value. Note that this method produces the same L x L region of object estimate 

pixels as would be used without a VQ-reduced set of states. 

2 9 

7 2 

5 8 

(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 5.3: (a) A 3 X 2 source state and (b) a 3 x 2 destination state specify pixel 
values in a (c) 3 X 3 region by averaging pixels in overlapped columns. 
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It is important to note that the set of states leading to minimum object quanti

zation error will not necessarily be the set that results in the best estimation perfor

mance. Quantization error can be amplified by the convolution with h which results 

in poor restoration performance using the MAP/ML metrics. Ideally, a codebook 

for objects and a codebook for images would be designed with a mapping (prefer

ably NOT a one-to-one mapping) between them as done in [34]. However, in the 

interest of simplicity and to avoid ISI-dependent codebooks, a sufficient number of 

states is assumed to decrease the probability of amplification problems associated 

with quantization error. 

5.1 2D ISI simulations 

Simulation results are given here to illustrate the performance of the RCVA 

when using VQ to reduce computational complexity. To compare with the results 

of the BER graph given for binary object estimation (Fig. 3.7), simulations were 

performed to produce a mean-error-rate (MER) graph for estimation of a greyscale 

object. MER is defined by 

mer (5-3) 
h j  

and reduces to BER for 0-1 valued binary objects. In addition, simulation results 

are presented for estimation of an ISI and Poisson noise corrupted object. 

For the MER graphs of Fig. 5.4, the object is a 128 x 128 digital photograph 

(Fig. 5.5(a)). State codebooks and associated transitions for 64 and 256 states were 
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created with a 256 x 384 training object (Fig. 5.5(b)). This object was corrupted by 

the minimum-distance 3 x 3 or 5 x 5 ISI and AWGN of a selected variance. In addition 

to the RCVA object estimates, WF estimates were generated to act as a comparison. 

For 3x3 ISI, the MER graph of Fig. 5.4(a) shows the RCVA estimates have MER 

values smaller than the MER value of the WF estimate. Surprisingly, performance 

of the RCVA for large noise variance is not significantly degraded by an increase in 

the number of states. This can be explained with some intuition. Performance of the 

RCVA depends in part upon the relationship between the noise standard deviation 

cr„ and the minimum distance dmin between two (distinct) blurred states. As the 

minimum distance approaches the value of the noise standard deviation dmin —^ 

RCVA estimation performance suffers. However, dmin remains much larger than an 

for the VQ-reduced state sets we have used. For small noise variance < 100) 

quantization error becomes an issue and estimates obtained using the RCVA with 

a larger number of states have improved estimates with smaller MER values. The 

MER graph for a larger 5 x 5 ISI (Fig. 5.4(b)) illustrates a more difficult estimation. 

This figure shows that the performance advantage of the RCVA increases with large 

noise variance (a^ > 300) over that of the the WF. To show sample points from 

these graphs, object estimates corresponding to cr^ = 7 are shown in Fig. 5.5. 

The use of VQ with the RCVA does not eliminate the ability to restore from 

Poisson noise corruption. A simulated restoration of the 128 x 128 Lena object 

corrupted by minimum-distance 3 x 3 ISI and Poisson noise is shown in Fig. 5.6. 
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WF 
RCVA, 64 states —— 

RCVA, 256 states 
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(a) 3 X 3 ISI 
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(b) 5 X 5 ISI 

Fig. 5.4: Estimation error for a greyscale object corrupted by minimum-distance ISI 
and AWGN. 



(a) 128 X 128 object. (b) 256 X 384 training object. 

(c) 3x3 ISI and 

AWGN (<t2 = 7) cor
rupted image 

(d) WF object es

timate (3x3 ISI), 
MER=12. 

(e) RCVA object esti

mate (3x3 ISI, 256 
states), MER=10. 

• A -"̂  v 

• *00 

(f) 5x5 ISI and 

AWGN (ct2 = 7) cor
rupted image 

(g) WF object es

timate (5x5 ISI), 
MER=14, 

(h) RCVA object esti

mate (5x5 ISI, 256 
states), MER=10. 

Fig. 5.5: Estimation of a greyscale object corrupted by ISI and AWGN. 
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The degree of Poisson noise present in the image was adjusted by scahng the object 

to have pixel intensities in the range 0 — 2000. The noise variance parameter used for 

the WF was obtained by computing the sample variance of s - g. Notice the RCVA 

estimate has greater contrast as compared to that of the WF. Due to the Gaussian 

noise assumption, the WF has more difficulty restoring dark areas compared to the 

estimate generated by the RCVA. 

(c) WF (d) VA: 256 states 

Fig. 5.6: Restoration from minimum-distance ISI and Poisson noise corruption. 
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CHAPTER 6 

EXPERIMENT 

In this chapter, an experiment is described and results given which support the 

results of the previous simulations. The experiment consists of sample restorations of 

a random binary object as viewed through an optical imaging system. The optical 

imaging system is first described. This is followed by a description of the data 

gathered and pre-processing steps used to get the data in the form of the simulations. 

The final section illustrates the results of the restorations from the RCVA and lAPP 

algorithm. 

6.1 The experiment£il setup 

The optical imaging system used for the experiment is shown in Fig. 6.1. The 

incoherent white light source (A) is passed through a spatial light filter (SLF) (B) 

that consists of a 60x reduction microscope objective, a 25 ixm pinhole and a 10 cm 

focal length collimating lens in series. This filter produces light with a uniform 

wavefront that is used to illuminate the object (C). The object consists of a photo

lithography deposited chrome on glass mask of a random, 128 x 128 binary data 
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page. Each pixel of the object mask is a 27 x 27 fim square. A square is covered 

with chrome for a '0' valued pixel or uncovered for a '1' valued pixel. The object 

mask is placed at the 20 cm focal length of the first Fourier transform lens (D). 

The first lens focuses object light onto a 3 mm diameter circular iris (E) placed 

in the Fourier plane. This iris allows control over the degree of blurring present 

in the image data by enforcing an optical cutoff frequency proportional to the iris 

diameter. The second Fourier transform lens (F) gathers the light leaving the iris 

and produces an image at a 20 cm focal length where the CCD camera (G) is 

placed. CCD specifications are given in Table 6.1. The overall optical system has 

a magnification factor of 1. Note that oversampling of the image by a factor of 3 

occurs since a 3 x 3 group of 9 x 9 /im CCD pixels is used to record one 27 x 27 /xm 

object mask pixel. 

Maker: Spectra-Source Instruments 
Model: MCD-600S 
Sensor: KAF0400 

Resolution: 783 X 520 
Pixel size: 9 /xm by 9 fiin 
Fill factor; 100% 

Integration time: 50 ms 
Bits per pixel: 16 

Table 6.1; CCD Specifications 

6.2 Data gathering 

In order to gather image data, certain steps were performed. With the iris (E) 

fully open, the intensity of the light falling upon the CCD was adjusted to ensure 



(a) Photograph of the imaging system. 

(A) 
white-light 

source 

(C) (D) 
object lens 1 
mask 

::0 
(E) 
iris 

(F) 
lens 2 

(G) 
CCD 

(b) Imaging system diagram. 

Fig. 6.1; The optical imaging system used for the experiment. 
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utilization of the full 16 bit CCD recording range. However, care was taken to keep 

the intensity low enough to avoid saturation of any CCD pixel. The integration time 

(exposure time) of the CCD was held at 50 ms. 

To focus and align the object pixels with the CCD pixels, the CCD was set to 

video display mode. The video was used as visual feedback to perform pixel focus 

and alignment using the micrometer adjustments of the object mask mount. 

Before attempting object reconstruction, the image data was normalized to have 

a maximum intensity of 1 and downsampled according to 

Finally, the object and image data had their sample means removed in order to 

avoid consideration of a possible D.C. term within the optical system. 

Although the PSF is known when simulations are performed, it must be estimated 

with experimental data. The PSF was estimated by averaging image regions which 

were thought to contain an object T pixel in the center of a moat of '0' pixels. An 

average of 47 such image data regions returned a PSF of 

/ 0.028 0.090 0.027 \ 

h = 0.093 0.251 0.091 (6.2) 

\ 0.028 0.095 0.0281/ 

Using the known object f and the experimental image data g, the mean-squared 

error (MSB) associated with this estimated PSF can be computed and is given by 

E(9('. i) - (f * = 31 X IC'- (6-3) 
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6.3 Restoration results 

The results of the restorations are shown in Fig. 6.2. This figure shows the 

object f, image g, and error-page images e = f - f with associated BER values from 

four different restoration methods. The threshold method involves setting estimate 

pixel values to 1 if the image data is positive and 0 otherwise. This is the simplest 

reconstruction technique but correctly estimates only 84% of the object pixels. The 

Wiener filter restoration improves over thresholding by using knowledge of the PSF 

to give an estimate that is 93% correct. The RCVA offers an improvement over the 

WF with an estimate that is 98% correct. Finally, the lAPP algorithm (3 iterations 

produced minimum BER) offers the best performance with a 99% correct estimate. 
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(a) 128x128 ob
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(c) Threshold 
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(e) RCVA er
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(f) lAPP errors, 
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Fig. 6.2: Optical imaging system restoration results. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS 

In summary, methods have been presented for the extension of the VA and APP 

algorithm to the restoration of images corrupted by 2D ISI and AWGN. The VA 

was reviewed for use in performing MAP/ML sequence estimation when dealing 

with ID ISI corruption. Optimality of the VA for ID ISI motivated the creation 

of the RCVA for use with 2D ISI. In order to decrease computational complexity 

of the RCVA, row-by-row detection and decision feedback were used. A simulation 

was given showing the RCVA to be within 3 dB of optimal MLPE for binary data. 

For a simulation involving text, the RCVA produced an estimate with one fifth the 

errors of the conventional WF estimate. Simulations have also shown the RCVA to 

be capable of super-resolution and estimation from the effects of signal-dependent 

Poisson noise corruption. The APP algorithm was reviewed for use in performing 

MAP/ML symbol estimation when dealing with ID ISI corruption. Modeling 2D ISI 

as a concatenated encoding system allowed extension of the APP algorithm to the 

lAPP algorithm. The advantage of symbol estimation over sequence estimation and 

the SISO structure of the lAPP algorithm was shown in simulations to lead to an 

improvement over the RCVA algorithm when estimating binary objects. Simulations 
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indicated the lAPP algorithm approached to within 2.5 dB of optimal MLPE for 

binary data, 0.5 dB closer to optimal MLPE than the RCVA. Although the lAPP 

algorithm was shown to be superior to the RCVA for binary object estimation, the 

RCVA was shown to be capable of greyscale {M S> 2) object estimation through 

the use of vector quantization. Finally, experimental data taken from an optical 

imaging system was used to support simulation results. The lAPP estimate of 

the experimental object had half the errors of the RCVA estimate and the RCVA 

estimate had less than one-third the errors of the WF estimate. 

Future work involving the RCVA and image restoration is of great interest. Al

though not covered in this paper, image restoration using the RCVA requires no 

further computational load in order to handle spatially-variant ISI. In addition, the 

use of larger state sizes to eliminate decision feedback allows for the estimation of 

rows in parallel as well as the elimination of error-propagation effects. The increase 

in computation associated with these larger state sizes could be controlled using VQ 

to decrease the number of allowed states. Most importantly, since the lAPP algo

rithm has been shown superior to the RCVA for binary object estimation, future 

work should involve adaptation of the lAPP to the estimation of greyscale objects 

corrupted by 2D ISI and noise. 
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Appendix A 

THE NON-CONVEX BINARY OBJECT SET 

Def: A set S is convex if: 

Axi + (1 - A)x2 6 5 Vxi,X2G5, AG[0, 1] (A.l) 

In v/ords, S is convex if all points^ on a line between two points xi and X2 in S are 

also elements of S. 

Let S be the set of binary images having a background intensity of B and a 

foreground intensity of W 

5 = {x G {B,W} {A.2) 

As an example disproving the convexity of the binary set, let; 

= B Vz,jand 

X 2 { i , j )  =  W  V z , j .  

No value for A in the open interval (0,1) will produce a result for Axi4-(1 —A)x2 that 

is an element of the set S. Therefore, the set S can not be a convex set. Because 

this example is valid for any values of B and W, the set of all binary images is not 

a convex set. 

'These are points in an A'^-dimensional space. 
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Appendix B 

ONE-TO-ONE ISI MAPPING 

The purpose of this appendix is to prove that no two non-zero sequences can be 

convolved to produce a zero result. Object and ISI sequences are defined as 

h = (/ i( l) ,  h { 2 ) ,  h { L ) ) ,  / i ( l) , / i (L) #0, and 

f  = (/(I),  /(2), f { N ) ) ,  

The noise-free imaging equation s = f * h is represented in matrix-vector notation 

as a set of over-determined linear equations 

Hf = s (B.l) 

where H is an (A^ + L — 1) x A'^ matrix formed from the ISI h, f is an x 1 vector 

and s is an (iV -t- L - 1) X 1 vector. Since H represents a convolution operation, s 

can be represented as a sum of shifted ISI vectors weighted by the elements of f  

/ h \  / 0 \  / O N  

0 h 0 

s = /( l)  0 + /(2) 0 + . . .+nN)  

0 

\ 0 /  \0/ 

(B.2) 

\ h j  
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Notice that, although s is an N + L  —  l  dimensional vector, it is uniquely specified us

ing N dimensions (assuming a given ISI h). The vectors s exist in an A/'-dimensional 

sub-space of the A'" + L -1 vector space that is called the 'image' of the operator H. 

Multiplying both sides of the noise-free imaging equation by gives 

H^Hf = H^s 

or, by letting A = 

Af = H^s. 

If A~^ exists then A is a one-to-one mapping between f and vectors in the image of 

H, given by H^s. 

As a first step in proving the existence of A~\ the squared euclidean norm of s 

is proven to be greater than zero: 

= { h { i ) f { i ) f  +  . . .  +  { h { L ) n N ) f  

> 0. 

Because 

||s||2 = s^s = f^H^Hf = f^Af >0 V f 

the matrix A is positive definite. Positive definite matrices always have inverses so 

A"^ = exists. 
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Appendix C 

THE CONJUGATE GRADIENT ALGORITHM 

For reference and to handle ISI support sizes larger than 5x5, the intensity 

bounded conjugate gradient algorithm (CGA) is presented here. This method is 

presented in an appendix because it does not make full use of the a-priori binary 

object knowledge as do the combinatoric trellis-search methods of the dissertation. 

In general, performance of the CGA method is better than that of the WF but less 

than that of the RCVA when estimating binary objects corrupted by ISI of small 

support (L < 4). 

The original work of this appendix lies in the reformulization of the object es

timate pixels. This leads to intensity bounded estimates after minimization of A 

using the CGA. The CGA is a well-known optimization technique used to find the 

minimum of a given function. Basically, the CGA uses gradient information to 'slide-

down' the surface of the function to be minimized in an iterative fashion. Successive 

iterations result in lower and lower points on the function surface until any direction 

possible leads upward. The CGA code used is commonly available [24] and requires 

only the function to be minimized, the first partial derivative of the function with 
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respect to each variable, and an initial guess for the object (the image data is used 

here as the initial guess). 

A common approach used to enforce a-priori knowledge is to reformulate by using 

a 1-to-l mapping of object estimate pixels f{i) using 'dummy' variables p{i) [36]. 

Note that there are two important considerations when selecting such an equation 

to enforce a given restriction. First, the partial derivative must be computable in 

order to use the CGA. Secondly, any reformulization complicates the overall error 

function surface. Care must be taken to keep the error surface as 'smooth' as 

possible so that the CGA has an easier time finding global extrema. Unfortunately, 

no rigorous mathematical method is known for measuring which of two arbitrary 

reparameterizations results in an error surface that is easier for the CGA to work 

with. Re-parameterization selection is therefore rather ad-hoc. 

Letting B  and W  be the object black and white intensity levels, we re-parameterize 

each object pixel f{i) with a shifted and scaled signum function ^() of a dummy 

variable p{i). The equation is 

/(i) = 

=  B  +  [ W  - 5)signum ^ ̂ )) 

1 8 
where signumfz) = ; r and m=— -. fC.l) 

^ ^ ^ l + exp(-x) W - B  ^  '  

The signum function has a maximum slope set by m  to be 2, a selection found to 

produce the best restoration results during simulations. Graphically, i p { )  appears in 

Fig. C.l for W=1 and B=0. 
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Fig. C.l; Intensity bound enforcement through reparameterization. 

Using -k to represent correlation, the resultant function and partial derivatives 

used by the conjugate gradient routine are 

where 

d p { i )  

dtp 

d p { i )  

^ = E (^(0 - ['0(P) * H-f 
i 

2[g- V-Cp) *h*h]. 

4 signum 

dip 

d p { i )  

r4 (p«-^ )  

W - B  

(C.2) 

(C.3) 

1 — signum 
4 {p{ i )  -

W - B  
(C.4) 

To illustrate the performance of this method, the BER graph of Fig. 3.7 is re

peated here along with the performance curves generated by the standard positivity-

enforced CGA and new bounded CGA. The figure shows that the bounded CGA 

offers a lower BER than the positivity constrained CGA. In addition, the BER of 

the bounded CGA estimate is never larger than that of the WF estimate. Note 

that above 13 dB, the RCVA estimate has the lowest BER. However, remember 

that computational complexity of bounded CGA is fbced with respect to ISI size. 
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The computational complexity of one iteration of the CGA is dominated by six 2D 

fast Fourier transform (FFT) operations (each FFT has a complexity of logj 

operations for an N x N object). A more in-depth study of the complexity of the 

CGA is difficult due to the current lack of a mathematically rigid iteration stopping 

criteria. The fixed complexity of the CGA with respect to ISI size allows estimation 

of objects corrupted by ISI of larger support sizes {L > 5) than the RCVA is capable 

of restoring from. 
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Fig. C.2; BER for minimum-distance 3 x 3 ISI and AWGN. 
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Appendix D 

BOUNDING THE BER OF MLSE 

This appendix provides a complete performance analysis of ML sequence esti

mation of blur and AWGN corrupted binary objects. Such analysis leads to two 

important tools in the study of binary object restoration; 

1. Performance analysis bounds the BER of optimal MLSE. These bounds are 

used extensively throughout the dissertation to gauge the performance of sub-

optimal MLSE algorithms. The proper generation and interpretation of these 

bounds require the understanding of their derivation. 

2. The results of the analysis of this chapter are used in the development of the 

minimum-distance ISI that Wcis developed in Chapter 2.6. 

This analysis follows closely that of Chugg [6] (which follows that of Stiiber [12]). 

However, the notation used here is specific to binary object reconstruction and 

includes the correction of notational errors in [6] as well as a more complete treatment 

of the analysis not currently found in the existing literature. The end result is 

a complete treatment of the performance analysis as it relates to M-ary image 

reconstruction. 
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D.l The upper-bound on BER. 

The goal of the performance analysis is to estimate the probability of a single 

'symbol' or pixel error 

P s { i \ , j i )  =  P r { / M L ( « i ,  j i )  ̂  f i h j i ) }  (D.l) 

for an arbitrary pixel of the ML sequence estimate fMiikJi)- To avoid the need to 

consider edge effects in the derivation of this probability, the pixel is assumed to be 

in the center of an object that contains an asymptotically large number of pixels. 

This pixel error probability is also referred to as the bit-error rate (BER). To assist 

in finding this probability, some definitions are necessary. 

Def; An error pattern is 

e =  { e i i , j )  :  e { i , j )  =  f { i , j )  -  (D.2) 

= f - f (D.3) 

where f is the object and f is the object estimate. 

Def: The set of error patterns indicating an error at pixel (zi, ji) is 

^ = {e : e { i i , j i )  7^ 0}. (D.4) 

Def: The global error event 

£(e) : f^z, = f + e (D.5) 

occurs when the ML estimate f^L results in a particular error pattern e. This event 

is labeled 'global' because Imz, gives the global minimum of A (defined by Eqn. 2.15). 
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In other words: 

1ml = argminA(f). (D.6) 
f 

Def: The previous two definitions can be combined to define the event that an 

error has resulted at pixel fMLihdi) 

4 = U «(=)• (D.T) 
eeg 

The above definition allows the pixel error probability to be written as 

= Pr{4} (D.8) 

= X;Pr{f(e)} (D.9) 
eeG 

= E E Pt{£(e)|f}Pr{f} (D.IO) 
eeQ f€C(e) 

where C { e )  represents the set of objects that are consistent with a given error pattern 

e. For example, e = [1,0, —1] has a consistency set 

C(e) = {f :(/(«,;•)+ e(2,i)) e {0,1} V (i,;)} 

= {[1,0,0],[1,1,0]} 

The term Pr{(?(e)|f} in Eq. D.IO can be expanded using Def. D.5 and Eq. D.6 

into 

Pr{^(e)lf} = Pr{fA^L = f + e I f} 

= Pr{arg min A(f) = f + e | f} 

=  Pr|n{A(f + e)<A(f )}  (D.ll) 
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which is not an easily computable probability given the large number of possible 

estimates f needed to form the intersection set. A few new definitions are needed 

to form a more tractable approximation to Pr{5(e)|f} so that Eq. D.IO can be 

bounded. 

Def: The footprint of a channel is 

' P i i J )  =  {(^.0 -  i j - j )  i "  0}- (D.12) 

This is the set of pixel locations corresponding to the non-zero filter taps of the 

channel after it is shifted to pixel For example, a 3 x 3 ISI has an associated 

footprint V{i,j) shown in Fig. D.l. 

Def; The influence region of { i , j )  is 

=  { { k , l )  :  V { k , l ) [ ] V { i , j )  ̂  0} . (D.13) 

This is the set of pixel locations { k ,  I )  which have footprints V { k ,  I )  that overlap the 

footprint The influence region £7J(0,0) for a 3 X 3 ISI is shown in Fig. D.l. 

At this point of his analysis, Chugg defines a set of fundamental error patterns 

T. His text, reprinted from [29], is as follows: 

The weight one error patterns^ from Q are included in T. In addition, 

e € G is in T if it has the property 

V e ( i , j )  7^  0  3  (A: , / )  €  C p { i , j )  s u c h  t h a t  

'The error patterns with a single non-zero element are the weight one error patterns. 
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Fig. D.l: From top to bottom: a 3 x 3 ISI, the ISI footprint V { i , j ) ,  and the ISI 
influence region C - p ( i , j ) .  

( f c ,  / )  ^  { i ,  j )  a n d  e { k ,  I )  ^  0. 

This definition is a necessary but not sufficient condition for an error pattern to 

be a member of the fundamental error pattern set. For example, the set of error 

patterns for ID ISI 

e = [;sC, X, 0, ..., 0, X, ;s^] (D.14) 

having two pairs of nonzero elements X  separated by any number of zeros would 

be members of T according to Chugg's definition. However, it was noticed that 

these error patterns were not meant to be included and personal correspondence 

with Chugg supports this [30]. A stricter definition is created here to exclude them 

from T. 

Def: The set of connected error patterns is 

B  = {e : if e { i ,  j )  7^ 0, e { k ,  I )  ^  0, and { i ,  j )  ̂  { k ,  I )  then 

3  a  f i n i t e  s e q u e n c e  { s m ' •  S m  ^  C - p { 0 , 0 ) ,  T n  =  l , . . . , n }  
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n such that e  f ( i , j )  +  5 m )  ^ 0  V p <  
\ m=l / 

n 

and { i , j )  +  ̂  =  (A:,/ ) } •  
m=l 

As is sometimes the case, mathematics obscure what is more easily seen in words or 

a picture. To be an e G requires that any nonzero element of e can be connected 

to any other nonzero element through a sequence of overlapping footprints centered 

at non-zero elements. For example this means that a path can be made between any 

two nonzero elements of e 6 for a 3 x 3 ISI by moving from one non-zero element 

to the next without ever leaving the previous element's 5x5 influence region. In 

other words, e 6 B when 
/ 

e = 

X  0  0 X  

0 0 0 0 

0 0 X  0 

X  0 0 X  

(D.15) 

but e is not an element of 5 when 

e = 

\ 

X  0 0 X 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

A' 0 0 X 

(D.16) 

/ 

because the non-zero elements X  in the corners do not contain any other non-zero 

elements in their influence regions and so cannot be connected to each other. This 
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new definition for the connected error pattern set leads to a simple and correct 

definition of fundamental error patterns. 

Def; The set of fundamental error patterns consists of those error patterns that 

are connected and that cause an error at pixel It is defined as 

T = { e : e e g n B } .  (D.17) 

The reason for the use of the word 'fundamental' will be made clear in the paragraphs 

that follow. 

Def; The pairwise error event 

£(e) : A(f) > A(f + e) (D.18) 

occurs when an incorrect decision is made between f and f + e on the basis of 

minimum A. Note that f + e is not necessarily the ML estimate. 

Def; The event that any pairwise choice using A results in an error at pixel (I'l, ji) 

is 

£ ^ = [ j £ { e ) .  (D.19) 
ee^ 

Theorem: 

ig C 5^. (D.20) 

In words, the theorem states that any e e ^ is formed from a partition of shifted 

and concatenated fundamental error patterns. Elements of the set T are the 'fun

damental' building blocks which compose any element of the set Q. 
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As noted by Chugg, a common mistake in the literature [3], [12] is to assume 

Sq —St- He gives a counter-example showing Sg Zj: by assuming an e^r G J" such 

that A(f — < A(f) in which case Sj: has occurred. There is no assurance that 

the error pattern e that results from the global decision will have an error at pixel 

and therefore no assurance of the event Sq. AS it turns out, this mistake of 

assuming Eg = Ej: does not change the end form of the MLPD bounds. 

Using theorem D.20, Eq. D.8 can be upper-bounded 

Pi{4} < Pr{f^} < Y .  Pr{£(e)} = E E Pr{f(e)|f}Pr{f}. (D.21) 
ee.7=" eG.F f€C(e) 

Note that the second inequality above arises from the fact that Er is an event formed 

from a union of events that are not disjoint (two or more events E{e) can occur in 

the same trial). 

At this point, Eq. D.21 can be compacted and simplified to a more easily ap

proximated and computable form. Using Euclidean distance as shorthand notation, 

A(f) can be written as 

A(f) = ||f*h- g | p  

= ||f * h - (f * h -I- n) |p  

=  i | ( f - f ) * h - n | p .  

This form of A and Def D.18 can be used to simplify Pr{£'(e)|f} from Eq. D.21 into 

Pr{5(e)|f} = Pr{A(f) > A (f + e)|f} 

= Pr{l|n|P > ||e*h-n||2} 
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= Pr{||n|p > ||e*h||2-2(e*h,n) + ||n|p} 

= Pr{2(e* h,n) > ||e * h||^} 

=  Pr  [  (e*h ,n )  ^  | | e*h |n  
||e*h||(T„ e*h||(T„ 2cr„ 

(D.22) 

where (t„ is the standard deviation of the AWGN elements n { i , j )  and the last step 

comes from dividing both sides of the inequality by 2j|e * h||cr„ to give a zero-mean, 

unit-variance Gaussian random variable on the left side of the inequality. Note that 

0 indicates the vector inner-product operation where the operands are vectorized 

(rasterized) prior to taking the inner-product. Let Q{x) be defined as 

where X is a zero-mean, unit-variance Gaussian random variable. Using Q { x ) ,  

Eq. D.22 can be written compactly as 

The upper-bound in Eq. D.21 can be further simplified. If w { e )  is the number of 

no n - z e r o  e l e m e n t s  i n  e  ( c a l l e d  t h e  ' w e i g h t '  o f  t h e  e r r o r  p a t t e r n ) ,  t h e n  t h e r e  a r e  w { e )  

terms in the summation over e that are equivalent within a shift (any one of the 

non-zero elements of e can correspond to a pixel error at (?i, ji)). Inserting Eq. D.24 

and grouping equivalent error patterns, Eq. D.21 becomes 

Q { x )  =  P r { X  >  x }  

(D.23) 

(D.24) 

p .  <  E  E  Pr{i:(e)|f}Pr{f} 
eej" fec(e) 
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E Pr{f} 
fec(e) 

(D.25) 

where T' is the subset of T consisting of error patterns that are not shifted versions 

of each other and Pc(e) is shorthand notation for Efec(e) Pr{f}. The pixel 

index has been dropped at this point because it is an arbitrary location. 

The final step in compacting this upper-bound involves grouping error patterns 

with common 'distance' values. Let 

represent the distance of a given error pattern so that the upper bound can be 

written as 

where V  is the set of possible values of d {e )  for e  E P  and P { d )  represents the 

subset of P with d(e) = d. Using shorthand notation for the rightmost summation 

d(e) = ||e*hl| (D.26) 

(D.27) 

K u s i d )  =  E w { ^ ) P c { e ) ,  (D.28) 

the final expression for the upper bound can be written as 

(D.29) 
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D.2 The lower-bound on BER. 

A simple lower-bound on the BER was provided by Forney [3] and tightened by 

Chugg. The original method in which Chugg derived this lower bound [6] contained 

a false assumption of disjoint consistency sets C(e). Verification of this problem oc

curred during personal correspondence [29] and his corrected lower bound derivation 

is included here because it cannot be found elsewhere. 

The probability of a bit-error at pixel (ii, ji) conditioned on a particular object 

is 

P . C i i . j i l f j - P r l  U  {A(f)>A(f) } l .  (D.30) 
l f ; f - f ee  J  

For a particular f, an arbitrary rule f(f) can be used to select an estimate from the 

above union to give the conditional lower-bound 

> Pr{A(f) > A(f(f))} 
( 

= Q dim - f) 
40-2 

Taking the summation over all f, the lower-bound on the probability of a bit-error 

resulting from a pair-wise comparison is 

P s i i i J i )  > M I Pr{f}. (D,31) 

Consider the case where f(f) is selected by searching !F'{d). If an e G is 

found that is consistent with f then f(f) = f -I- e is selected. Otherwise, f(f) is 

selected arbitrarily. Let the set of all objects f consistent with at least one element 
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o f  P{d )  be 

B' id )=  U C(e). (D.32) 
eeJ"id) 

This selection method allows Eq. D.31 to be written as 

(D.33) 

The last step involves maximizing Eq. D.33 over d  in order to tighten the lower-

bound. Using the shorthand notation 

D.3 Practical computation of the bounds. 

Theoretically, computing the ML estimate BER bounds (boxed Eqns. D.35 and 

D.29) involves the use of an infinite number of fundamental error patterns. However, 

patterns with smallest distance value d{e) produce the largest value of Q{) and 

consequently dominate the bound expressions. A good approximation to the bounds 

is obtained using a truncated subset of minimum-distance error patterns. 

(D.34) 

the final lower-bound on the BER of ML restoration becomes 

Ps  >  maxQ (D.35) 
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One way to find a subset of minimum-distance error patterns involves a computer 

search thru all fundamental patterns up to some maximum dimension. For each 

pattern e, a table is built containing the pattern and associated distance d{e). The 

table is treated as a stack of patterns [12, pg. 319] with only the smallest 100 or 

so most recent minimum-distance patterns kept at any point of the search. Once 

the  sea rch  has  been  comple t ed ,  t he  t ab l e  i s  u sed  t o  compu te  t he  we igh t s  w(e ) ,  

consistency sets C{e) and associated probabilities 

The BER bounds for any given noise variance cr^ can then be generated. 

A more efficient and mathematically rigorous search for minimum-distance er

ror patterns is possible. This method involves 'growing' error patterns by adding 

columns and rows to the single element error patterns [31]. A tree is created with 

each branch signifying an added row or column of error pattern elements. Each 

branch is also labeled with the associated total distance to that point d{e). As each 

branch is added, one of two possibilities can occur 

1. continued branching is certain to result in distances larger than a specified 

truncation distance value and the branch ends or 

2. continued branching results in an error pattern with maximum allowable di

mension and the branch ends. 
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Eventually, all branches of the tree end. If all branches of the tree are terminated 

using step 1, then all error patterns with distance less than the truncation distance 

are guaranteed to have been found. Such a guarantee ensures the MLPD bounds 

will have a measurable accuracy. This is not the case with the exhaustive search 

method of the previous paragraph. 

D.4 An example 

To illustrate the usefulness of the MLSE BER bounds and their method of com

putation, an example is given here. Define a ID error sequence of length N to 

be 

e € {[ei,e2, ...,eAr] : € {0,-1,+1} and 61,6^^ 7^ 0}. (D.36) 

and a family of normalized 1x2 channels by 

= : ||h|| = l}. (D.37) 

The squared distance associated with an error sequence of length N and this family 

of channels is 

( f { e )  =  | | e*h |p 

= (/liCi)^ + (/l2Cl + h\e2Y + . . . + (/l2eAr)^ 

> + {h2e]\fY = h^ + = |lh|p = 1. 

Because this lower bound on squared distance can always be obtained using the 

two error sequences of length N = 1 (the weight one error sequences e = [+1] or 
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e = [-1]), the minimum distance for this family of channels is = 1. For all 

but one channel in this family of channels, the set of fundamental error patterns 

corresponding to dmin = 1 consists of only the two weight one error sequences; 

^'{dmin) = 
. . .  0  + 1  0 . . . ,  

. . . 0  - 1  0 . . .  

(D.38) 

However the one channel with h\ — hi has an infinite set of error patterns corre

sponding to dmin = I-' 

. . . 0  +1 0 0 . . . ,  

. . . 0  -1  0  0 . . . ,  

^'{dmin) = \ . . . 0  +1 -1 0 . . . ,  (D.39) 

. . . 0  -1 +1 0 . . . ,  

The probability term of the lower bound (Eq. D.35) is maximized with these 

channels by using the associated minimum distance 

KiB{dmin) = Pr U C{e) 

=  Pr{C( . . . o  +1  0 . . . )UC( . . . o  -1  0 . . . ) }  

= 1 (D.40) 

where the final probability of one refers to the entire binary object set that results 

from a union of the consistency sets corresponding to the weight one error sequences. 

Because the Q(-) term of the lower bound is also maximized by dmin^ the lower bound 
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for this family of channels becomes 

Ps > max Q (]§) KMd) 

'mm 

(D.41) 

This is the BER corresponding to ML restoration of a binary object corrupted by 

AWGN only. Intuitively this result is pleasing because the lower bound of the BER 

associated with restoration from ISI and AWGN corruption should never be less than 

the BER associated with restoration from the same AWGN but no ISI corruption. 

At high SNR's, the upper bound expression (Eq. D.29) is dominated by the 

minimum distance error pattern and can be approximated by 

so that the upper-bound BER value at high SNR converges to the BER of the lower-

bound or no-ISI value. With these channels at large SNR's, ISI does not influence 

ML estimation performance. However, the one exception channel with hi = /i2 leads 

'mm 
KuBi^min) (D.42) 

The !F'{dmin) for all but the hi = /i2 channel leads to 

KuBidmin) = w{e)Pc{e) 

= «^([+l])^c([+l]) + ?w([-l])Pc([-l]) 
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to 

Kueidmin) = x! w{ e )Pc{ e )  
ee^'(dmin) 

= 

W=1 '  

= 4. (D.43) 

This single channel results in an upper bound on the BER of MLSE that is always 

four times the BER associated with the no ISI case. This is a single counter-example 

to the statement made by Proakis [10, pg. 598] concerning the asymptotic nature of 

the BER upper-bound with respect to the no-ISI case for this family of channels: 

...we conclude that there is no loss in SNR in MLSE of the information 

symbols when the channel dispersion has length 2. 

Most likely, Proakis ignored this one exception to the rule because its appearance 

in practice is improbable. 

For a sample channel h = [0.5, \/3/4] from this family of channels, the BER 

bounds, BER associated with the VA estimation, and BER associated with esti

mation from AWGN-only (no-ISI) are shown in Fig. D.2. As predicted, the no-ISI 

BER and lower-bound curves are identical. Also predicted, the upper-bound curve 

is asymptotic to the lower-bound at higher SNRs. Note also that the BER curve 

obtained by simulated estimation using the VA is always between the upper and 

lower-bound curves, demonstrating the usefulness of the MLPD BER bounds. 
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Fig. D.2: The BER bounds and VA performance for a 1 x 2 h. 
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Appendix E 

THE VITERBI ALGORITHM 

The VA is best described as it is used in estimating the time varying states of a 

FSM with memory. Although FSMs associated with imaging systems vary their state 

with position in space, the time-varying notation will be used to remain consistent 

with the communications Uterature. Note that this appendix assumes channels to 

be 1 X (L + 1) rather than the 1 x L notation in the body of the dissertation. This 

is to remain consistent with the digital communications literature which uses the 

variable L to signify the number of discrete 'memory-elements' of the channel rather 

than the total number of elements in the channel transfer function h. 

Consider the system diagram of Fig. E.l. The input to the FSM is a sequence of 

N independent {ui,u2,..., u^} M-ary symbols Uk G {[/i, t/2,..., Um} with a-priori 

probabilities Pr{ujt = Um}- At each unit of time k, a function $(•) operates upon 

L -f 1 symbols to produce one noiseless output signal value qk- These signals are 

only observable as Zk after transmission through a time-discrete memoryless channel 

(TDMC). Let K = N+L represent the number of elements in the observed sequence 
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Finite-state machine 

k-L 

Time-discrete 
memoryless 

channel 

Fig. E.l; Model of a finite-state machine with memory. 

z. Also, let 2^ represent observations from pixel m to pixel n inclusive: 

^m = ••,Zn} (E.l) 

The characteristics of the TDMC are assumed measurable and defined by a condi

tional probability density function p{- | •) with the memoryless property 

I 9i) = nI V 1 < A: < /i'. (E.2) 
j=i 

To aid in the description of the VA algorithm, the following definitions will be used: 

1. State: The state Sk of the finite-state machine is defined as the set of L symbol 

values held in memory at time k 

S k  =  { U k - L ,  U k - L + i ,  .  .  . ,  U f c - i } .  
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Because the L symbols in a state are M-ary, there are possible states. For 

notational purposes, an integer value i can be used to reference a particular 

state Sk = i according to 

i = + lijfc-i+iM + ... + (E-3) 

If the input sequence starts at time 1 and ends at time N, i.e., 

U =  (...,0,Ui,...,U;^,0,...) (E.4) 

then the start Sj and end states of the FSM are known to be zero. Note 

that the state sequence s = sf forms a first-order Markov chain because 

Pr{sfc+i I S i }  =  Pr{sfc+i I S k } ,  y i < k < K .  (E.5) 

The sequence probability Pr{s} can be factored using a conditional probability 

chain and the Markov property of Eq. E.5 via 

Pr{s} = Pr{s^+i I sf}Pr{s;c I sf-^}...Pr{si} 

K 
= Jl Pr{5i+1 I Si}. (E.6) 

k=l 

It will become convenient to have the set of values for state Sk+i that indicate 

an input symbol Uk = Um- This set will be written as 
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SkiUm) — {Uk~LJrl+Uk-L+2M + . .  .  + Uf.M ^ ' .Uk = Ujn]-  (E.7) 

2. Branch OX Transition: A branch/transition ^kihj) k is defined as two 

consecutive states 

^kii,j) = {sfc = i, sjfc+i = i} 

=  { W f c - I , . . . ,  Uk} 

A branch ^kihj) contains enough symbol values to generate a signal output 

gk = H^k{iJ))-

E.l MAPSE with the VA 

The VA algorithm seeks to find the MAP state sequence estimate s defined as 

s = argmaxp(s | z). (E.8) 

Using the definition of conditional probability and the fact that p(z) is a constant 

with respect to s, Eq. E.8 can be equivalently defined as 

P(z,s) 
s = arg max , , 

s p(z) 

= argmaxp(z,s). (E.9) 

Applying the memoryless property of the TDMC (Eq. E.2) and the Markov property 

of the state sequence (Eq. E.6), p(z,s) is factored as follows 

K  K  

p(z, s) = p(z I s) Pr{s} = j] p{zk I Sk, Sk+i) n Pr{sit+i I S)t}. (E.IO) 
k=l  k=\  
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Note that this factorization can be written as a recursive equation 

piz'l, 5^+^) = p{zi 1 Si, Si+i) Pr{si+i 1 P{zk I Sk, Sk+i) Pr{sfc+i | st} 

= p(2i"\ I Sfc,5A:+i)Pr{Sfc+l I Sk} (E.ll) 

If sjt+i = j is a fixed state, the recursive equation becomes 

p i z ^ ,  sf, S k + i  =  j )  =  p { z ' l - \ s \ ) p { z k  I S k ,  5fc+i =  j )  Pr{5fc+i =  j  I S k } .  (E.12) 

Finding the maximum of both sides of this equation with respect to the state sub

sequence sf gives 

mp p(2f, Sk+i = j) = mp Si)p{zk \ Sk, Sjt+i = j) Pr{sfc+i = j \ s^} 
Sj sf 

= max max p{zi~^, s^'^, Sk = i) 

•pizk  \ sk  = i ,  Sk+i  =  j )  

•PT{sk+i= j \ s k  = i}. (E.13) 

Let a "probability-maximum" term Pm(-) be defined as the left-hand side of the 

above equation 

p m { k  + 1, j )  =  mp , s ' l ,  sjk+i =  j )  (E.14) 

so that Eq. E.13 can be rewritten as 

P m { k  + lJ) = mpc pm{k,i)p{z k  I  Sk = i,Sk+i =i)Pr{s/fc+i = ; | = i}. (E.15) 

If this recursion is used to obtain P m { k  +  l , j )  for all possible state values j  then the 

maximum value of p(2f, is given by 

max p { z ^ i , s ' l ^ ^ )  =  m^ P m { k  +  l , j ) .  (E.16) 
Sj"*"' 3 
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The method in which the MAP sequence s corresponding to max p(z | s) can 

be obtained using Eq. E.16 is best described using a "trellis" diagram. A trellis 

is a diagram used to track the state of a FSM as it changes with time. Consider 

the state diagram corresponding to a binary input 6 {0,1} FSM with memory 

L = 2 as shown in Fig. E.2(a). The state diagram has nodes representing the four 

0 

o 
1 

(a) State diagram 

K-l K+L State 

(b) TVellis diagram 

Fig. E.2: Representations of a FSM with memory L = 2. 

states of the FSM and branches representing state transitions. The transitions are 

labeled with the input symbols which cause them. If the state diagram is 'unfolded' 
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across time, then the trellis diagram of Fig. E.2(b) results. As previously assumed 

(Eqn. E.4), the trellis begins and ends at the known states Sj = s^+i = 0. Notice 

that there is a one-to-one relationship between every possible state sequence s and 

every unique path from left to right through the trellis. The computation of Prn.{k + 

Ijjf) (Eq. E.15) can be associated with node 5jt+i = j of the trellis as shown in 

Fig. E.3. This figure shows the first and last of the M possible paths entering 

Pm 1) • • Pm (k+1, 1) 

Pm (k, 2j . » P„ (k+1. 2) 

Pm • Pm (k+1, M^) 

Fig. E.3: Trellis path segment 'lengths'. 

state Sfc+i = j .  Each path segment is labeled with an associated 'length' value given 

by 

I Sfc = i„,5i+i =i)Pr{sfc+i = j I sjt = s!„} n = l...M (E.17) 

When the path segment length is multiplied by the value associated with the state 

of origin Pmik, in), a total path length to state Sk+i = j is obtained. By finding the 

maximum length over all M entering paths, the value of Pm(k + 1, j) results. To 

allow later recovery of s, the state = i„ of the path segment corresponding to 
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maximum path length is recorded using a trellis matrix T via 

T{k + lJ) = ir,. (E.18) 

This is known as trellis 'pruning' because branches of the trellis are removed as the 

VA progresses from left to right. Upon final recording of T{K + 1,0), only one path 

remains through the trellis corresponding to s. In what is called the 'traceback' step 

of the VA, this path is regenerated in reverse using the known state Sk+i = 0 and 

the recursive equation 

Sfc = T'(/: + 1, Sfc+i). (E.19) 

For later comparison with the APP algorithm of chapter 4, a simplification is 

made to the transition probability Pr{5fc+i = j \ Sk = 0 used in the development 

thus far. Re-examination of Fig. E.l shows that Prfs^+j = j \ Sk = i} is non

zero (a path segment exists) only when the values of the most recent L — 1 input 

symbols corresponding to state Sk = i match the input symbols corresponding to 

state Sfc+i = j. If this is the ease, then the conditional probability reduces to the 

input symbol probability 

Prf^i-i-i — y I = i} = Pr{u^ = Ufjii = C/^,..., — Up | 

Uk—l — Ujii . . . , — Up, Uii—L — Uq^ 

- ?T{Uk = Urn} (E.20) 

To utilize this simplification, Eq. E.15 is rewritten as 

Pm{k + lJ) = m£gc pm{k,i)p{zk 1 Sk = i,Sk+i =j)Pr{uk = Um} (E.21) 
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where F is the set of M states of Sk. that can lead to the state = j and Uk = Um 

is the symbol value consistent with the value of j (i.e. j 6 Sk{Um)). 

The steps of the VA for MAP sequence estimation of the states of a FSM can 

now be summarized and are given in Table E.l. 

1. Forward recursion 

(a) Initialization: 

{ J ottewise 

(b) Recursion; 

P m {k + l,j) = max pm{k,i) 
i^F 

•p{zk I Sk = i,Sk+i =j) 

•?x{uk = Um} (E.23) 

and associated trellis pruning: 

T{k + l,j) = aiTgmsoipm{k,i) 

•p{zk 1 Sfc = i, Sit+i = j) 

•PT{Uk = Um} (E.24) 

2. Traceback: To find s, start with = 0 and use the reverse recursion 

h = T{k + lJk+i) (E.25) 

Table E.l: Steps of the Viterbi algorithm for MAP sequence estimation. 

E.2 MLSE with the VA 

If the a-priori symbol probabilities Pr{ut = Um} are unknown then the VA is 

simplified to perform ML sequence estimation. For lack of a better distribution, the 
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symbol probabilities are set to the equiprobable or 'know-nothing' distribution 

? x { u k  =  U m }  =  ̂ ,  m  =  l . . . M .  (E.26) 

Such a distribution contributes nothing to the maximization operation of the VA 

for MAP sequence estimation (Table E.l) and so the Pr{ujt = Um) term is removed 

from the forward recursion to give 

Pm(fc + 1, j) = niM P m { k ,  i ) p { z k  \ s k  =  i ,  Sfc+i =  j ) .  (E.27) 

In practice, the a-priori symbol probabilities are rarely available. Accordingly, the 

VA shall be used exclusively for MLSE for the purposes of this work. 

Because the probability density function p { z k  | S k  =  i , S k + i  = j )  often involves 

computationally expensive exponentials, the VA for MLSE is often simplified using 

the negative log likelihood. The forward recursion becomes 

- I n p m i k  +  l J )  = m i n  -  l n p m { k , i )  -  l n p { z k  \  S k  =  i , S k + i  =  j ) .  (E.28) 
iGr 

Defining P m { - )  = -lnp,„(-) and X k { i J )  =  -  l n p { z k  I Sfe = i , S k + \  = j ) ,  the steps of 

the VA for MLSE are shown in Table E.2. 

When dealing with restoration from ID ISI, the VA is directly applicable. To 

simplify notation, the object is assumed to be a sequence f = {/jt}. Examination 

of the digital imaging system model (Fig. 2.1) shows that, for ID ISI, it can be 

equivalently described as the FSM shown in Fig. E.4. The input symbols 

to the ID ISI FSM are the object pixel values {fk}- The unit delays Z~^ become 
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1. Forward recursion 

(a) Initialization: 
- .X _ f 0 if i = 0 

1 oo otherwise 
(E.29) 

(b) Recursion: 

Pm{k + 1,3) = min pm{k,i) + Xkihj) 
tcr 

(E.30) 

and associated trellis pruning: 

T{k + l,j) = argmin pm{k,i) + Xk{i,j) (E.31) 

2. Traceback: To find s, start with 5/f+i = 0 and use the reverse recursion 

Sic — T{k + 1, Sjfc+i) (E.32) 

Table E.2: Steps of the Viterbi algorithm for ML sequence estimation. 

FSMforlDISI 

k-L k-l 

Fig. E.4: The FSM model of ID ISL 
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unit space (rather than time) delays. The output signals of the FSM {qk} are the 

imaging signals {sjt} produced by the convolution function $(•). The TDMC is an 

AWGN channel and the FSM observations {zk} are the image pixel values {gk}-
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Appendix F 

THE APP ALGORITHM 

As with the derivation of the VA in the previous appendix section, this section 

will also assume channels of size 1 x (1,+ 1). This deviation from the 1 x L notation 

of the rest of the dissertation is done to remain consistent with the existing literature 

on the subject. Be aware that the notation used in this appendix is introduced in the 

previous appendix for the VA derivation. Although apologies are offered for having 

non-independent appendices, the reader should read the VA derivation if they are 

to appreciate the subtle differences between it and the APP algorithm derivation of 

this appendix. 

The APP algorithm uses the symbol probabilities Pr{ufc = Um} and channel 

probability density function p{zk | Qk) to compute the joint symbol or a-posteriori 

probabilities (APP's) 

p{uk = Um,z) (F.l) 

A functional block diagram of the APP algorithm is shown in Fig. F.l, 
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Conditional transition 
probabilities 

Joint transition 
probabilities 

P r { u ^ = ( / }  
APP algorithm 

prM,= c/,zj 

A-priori symbol 
probabilities 

Joint symbol 
probabilities 

To MAP 
decision rule 

Fig. F.l; The APP algorithm block diagram. 

Suppose the probability density values p(5;t+i = j, z) are available. The desired 

APP's are then given by 

where SkiUm) was defined previously by Eq. E.7 to be the set of values for state Sk+i 

that indicate an input symbol Uk = Um- The APP's p(sfc+i = j,z) can be factored 

into 

P{sk+i = j, z) = p{z I Sk+i = j) Pr{sfc+i = j} 

= Pi^k+l I Sfc+l =i,2f)p(zf I Sk+l  = j ) P T {Sk+l  = j ] .  (F.3) 

If the state Sk+i = j is given, then the distribution of is independent of zf. 

This property allows simplification of Eq. F.3 to 

p{sk+i = j, z) = I Sk+l  =  j)pizi I Sk+l  = j) Pr{sfc+1 = j} 

p{Uk = U m ,  z) = ^ p{sk+l  = j ,  z) 
jeSkiUm) 

(F.2) 

= Pi +̂l I Sk+l = j)p{Zi, Sk+l = j) (F.4) 
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The second term of Eq. F.4 can be expanded as follows 

p{z' [ , S k + i = j )  =  J 2 p i ' ^ i \ s k  = i , S k + i = j ) P r { s k  =  i , S k + i = j }  
i 

=  \ s k  =  i ,  S k + i  =  j ,  Z k )  
i 

•p[zk I Sk = i,Sk+i =j) 

• Pr{sfc+i = j I sjfc = z} Pr{sfc = i}. 

If the state S k  = i  is given, then the distribution of z \ ~ ^  is independent of S k + i  = j  

and Zk so that 

p ( z f , S f c + i  =  j )  =  \ s k  =  i )  

i 

• p { z k  \ s k  =  i ,  S k + i  =  j )  

• Pr{s;t+i = i I 5fc = z} Pr{sjfc = z} 

= S k  = i ) p { z k  I S k  =  z, S k + i  =  j )  P r { s i + i  =  j 1 s j t  =  z} 
i 

=  S k  =  i ) p { Z k  \ S k  =  i ,  S k + l  =  j )  P T { U k  =  U m }  

i&F 

where F was previously defined (Eq. E.21) is the set of M states of Sk that can lead 

to the state Sk+\ = j and Um is the symbol value consistent with the value of j 

(i.e. j e SkiU,n))- This is known as the forward recursion because every probability 

density value p{zi,Sk+i = j) at time k can be computed using the probability 

density values p{zi~^,Sk = i) computed at time A: - 1. The conditional transition 

probabilities 

p{zk I Sk = z,Sfc+i = j) =p{zk I Qk = ^^k{i,j))) (F.5) 
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and a-priori symbol probabilities Pr{iijfc =Um} are the given channel characteristics 

and a-priori probabilities, respectively. 

The first term of Eq. F.4 is expanded as follows 

p { ^ k + i  I Sfc+I = j )  =  I Sik+I = i. SJb+2 = i )  Pr{sfc+2 = i  I S k + I  =  j }  
i 

= 1 S k + l  =  j ,  S k +2 = i ,  Z k + l )  
i 

'P{^k+1 I Sjt+i = J, Sk+2 = 0 

•  P r{s i+2 =  i  I  S k + 1  =  

Again, knowledge that Sk+2 = i  allows the conditional distribution of zj[^2 to be 

independent of Sk+i = j and Zk+i so that 

P{4+1 I 5it+l = i) = J^P{Zk+2 I Sk+2 = i) • 
i 

p { z k + l  1 Sfc+1 = ii S k+2 = i )  • 

Pr{sfc+2 = i  I Sfc+1 =i} 

= Y,Pi^k+2\Sk+2 = i)-
i&B 

p{Zk+l 1 Sfc+i = j, Sk+2 = i) • 

PT{Uk+i = Um} (F.6) 

where B is the set of M states of Sk+2 that can follow the state Sk+i = j  and Um is the 

symbol value consistent with the value of i (i.e. i e Sk+iiUm))- This is known as the 

reverse recursion where every probability density value p{zk+i | sjt+i = j) computed 

at time /: +1 can be computed using the probability density values p{zk+2 | Sk+2 = i) 

computed at time k + 2. 
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Although not often covered in the literature, normalization of p(2^i | Sk+i = j) 

and p(2f,5fc+i = j) is required to avoid computational over/underflow problems 

associated with multiplication in the probability domain. One such normalization 

is to ensure 

J^p(z'[,Sk+i=j) = 1 
j 

T.p(^k+i\sk+i=j) = 1 
j 

where p denotes the normalized probabilities. 

For reference, a summary of the steps of the APP algorithm can be found in 

Table F.l. 
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1. Initialization; 

P(zl s, = i) = P{ZK I = i) = ^ J (F.7) 

2. Forward recursion 

p { z ' [ , S k + l = j )  =  ^ p ( 2 f \ s j t = z )  
ieF 

•p(zk  I Sk =  i ,Sk+i  =j )  

•Pr{uk = Um} (F.8) 

where ='> 
^piz i  \ sk  = n)  
n 

3. Reverse recursion 

Pi^k+i  I Sfc+i = j )  =  I Sk+2 = i )  
i € B  

•p{Zk+\  1 Sfc+I = j ,  Sk+2 =  i )  

• Pr{ufc+1 = Um} (F.9) 

L -/ K \ •\ Pi^k+2 I ̂ fc+2 — 0 
where p(2^+2 I Sk+2 = i )  = ^ r 

LP(^fc4-2 I Sk+2 = n)  
n 

4. Compute symbol APP's; 

p{Uk = Um,2) = ^ Piz^+i I Sk+i = j)p{Zi, Sk+i = j) (F.IO) 
jeSk{u„) 

5. Compute state transition APP's: (needed only for 2D ISI) 

p{sk = i , Sk+i = j , z) = p(2f ,Sk=i) 

•p[zk I Sk = z, Sjt+i = j) 

•Pr{SA:+I = j I Sfc = 0 

•Pi^k+i \ Sk+i = j) (F.ll) 

Table F.l; Steps of the APP algorithm. 
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Appendix G 

THE BINARY WIENER FILTER 

The WF is covered here as well as a less-general version meant for binary object 

reconstruction. The WF is the linear filter optimum in the sense that no other linear 

filter can produce an estimate of a blur and AWGN corrupted object that will have 

a smaller mean squared-error given by 

= -s E j) - (G.i) 
i=lj=l 

For a more in-depth treatment of the WF, see the original paper [9]. 

The WF estimate for signal-independent noise is obtained using the frequency-

domain equation 

p ( G{u,v)H*{u,v) (c 
~ \H{u,vW + E[\N{u,vW]/E[\F(u,vW] 

where capital letters are the discrete 2D Fourier transform equivalents of their lower

case counterparts. The most general binary object model consists of IID pixels which 

take on the values white W or black B with equal probability. If there are N pixels 

in the object then 

£(|f (u, t>)PJ = B) + AT • (G.3) 
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where 6{u,v) = 1 if {u,v) = (0,0) and zero otherwise. Assuming AWGN with 

variance a^, £'[|N(ti, = Nal- Inserting the equations for E[\F{u,v)\'^] and 

u)|^] into Eq. G.2, the final WF equation used in the simulations becomes 

K f M -  Giu.vmu.v)— 

|i/(w,u)|2 + £T2/ (^) N6(u,v)+ 

A final thresholding step is needed to produce a binary object estimate from the 

WF result 

f 0 
= (G.5) 

1 otherwise. 
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